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Abstract 

This report is an interim product as part of a multi-phase research study of the human factors that affect 
performance of nondestructive examination in nuclear power plants. Specifically, this report documents 
the results of a task analysis and field research investigating manual conventional ultrasonic testing. Task 
analysis was used to develop a model of the functions, tasks, and subtasks characterizing the process of 
manual ultrasonic testing. A recent literature review was used to develop a model of potential factors that 
influence performance in ultrasonic testing. The task and performance influencing factor models were 
then used as a basis for face-to-face interviews and focus groups with 30 ultrasonic testing examiners. 
Information was elicited concerning factors that influence performance of tasks within the functions of 
planning, preparing, conducting, and reporting an ultrasonic examination. Interview responses were 
evaluated with content analysis techniques, resulting in the identification of themes related to utility 
planning, examiner process, time pressure, training, organizational culture, pre-job preparation, 
knowledge/experience, workload/stress/fatigue, motivation/attitude/personality, team coordination, task 
complexity, physical environment, supervision, vendor-utility interactions, and industry challenges. The 
results were then incorporated with insights from operating experience to illustrate potential errors, 
precipitating factors, and consequences within the manual ultrasonic examination process. 
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Executive Summary 

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) is conducting research to identify and understand the 
human factors associated with performance of nondestructive examination (NDE) in nuclear power 
plants. This research is being carried out in multiple phases to systematically evaluate the human factors 
that affect the quality and reliability of NDE. The objective of the current phase of work was to develop a 
deeper understanding of the tasks ultrasonic testing (UT) examiners perform, the environment they work 
in, and the challenges they face. The work documented in this report builds on a recent literature review 
conducted by RES to characterize the current state of human factors research in NDE (D'Agostino et al. 
2017). Overall, this work will assist the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in assessing human factors 
in NDE in order to plan future research, evaluate whether changes are needed in regulatory requirements, 
and provide technical justification for regulatory decisions. 

The research in this report focused on manual conventional UT and had two primary objectives: 

1. Understand and accurately characterize the work process of manual UT (i.e., how UT is actually 
executed at a detailed level of performance). 

2. Identify and describe the factors that influence performance of manual UT by using a holistic 
approach to the investigation of NDE reliability. 

For the first objective, task analysis was used to develop a model of the manual UT work process. In 
particular, the technique of functional decomposition was used to create a detailed description of the 
manual UT work process by breaking down the process into smaller steps. Information about UT for the 
task analysis was gathered through site visits, review of existing technical documentation, interviews, and 
tabletop working sessions with other researchers and subject matter experts from the Electric Power 
Research Institute. For the second objective, a recent literature review (D'Agostino et al. 2017) was used 
to develop an initial model of the factors that influence performance in manual UT, termed performance 
influencing factors. These base models of the UT work process and performance influencing factors 
provided a starting point to identify areas in the work process where various human factors can influence 
performance. 

The next stage of the project consisted of field research to collect data about manual UT directly from 
NDE examiners. The field research consisted of three site visits, and face-to-face interviews and focus 
groups with 30 certified examiners (14 UT Level II and 16 UT Level III). Eighteen of the examiners were 
employed by NDE vendors who contract with nuclear utilities, and twelve were direct employees of a 
nuclear utility. The information gathered from examiners was used to refine the models of the UT work 
process and performance influencing factors. The final model of the UT work process consisted of 4 high-
level functions (Plan, Prepare, Conduct, and Report), involving 27 tasks and 59 subtasks. The final model 
of performance influencing factors comprised 24 variables that clustered into 5 categories (Task 
Characteristics, Individual Differences, Group Characteristics, Physical Environment, and Organizational 
Factors) based on a sociotechnical systems approach (Moray 2000). 

Content analysis was used to identify themes in the interview data. The themes were organized based on 
the previously identified performance influencing factors. They reflect commonly occurring topics 
mentioned by examiners that unify particular ideas about the research subject. Fifteen of the 24 factors 
were frequently mentioned by examiners, in various ways, as influencing performance. See Table 1 for 
the list of performance influencing factors and associated dimensions (i.e., attributes) that were commonly 
mentioned in the examiner interviews. 
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Table 1. Manual UT Performance Influencing Factors and Dimensions based on Themes from 
Examiner Interviews 

Performance Influencing Factor Dimensions 

1. Utility Planning  Completeness and accuracy of work package 
 Adequate preparation of component prior to exam (scaffolding, insulation 

removal, surface preparation) 
 Adequate planning up front to reduce surprises or last minute changes 

2. Examiner Process  Maintaining awareness of situations where conditions do not match 
expectations 

 Developing mental model of job to be done 

3. Time Pressure  Outage schedule constraints and last-minute changes increase time 
pressure 

 Concerns about radiation dose limits increase time pressure 
 Analysis of indications may require more time than planned 

4. Training  Opportunities for more on-the-job training to build practical experience 
 Opportunities for feedback during practice and training 
 Access to samples to practice detecting flaws 

5. Organizational Culture  Variations in standards and expectations across organizations (scaffolding, 
tagging, documentation) 

 Variations across organizations in levels of time pressure 

6. Pre-job Preparation  Pre-job briefs help mitigate errors before exam takes place 
 Ensure examiners have adequate time to focus and prepare 
 Identify obstructions or limitations in coverage 

7. Knowledge/Experience  Difference between being qualified and being experienced 
 Examiners with practical experience preferred for more complex and more 

stressful examinations 

8. Workload/Stress/Fatigue  Distraction or information overload from external sources during 
examination 

 Excessive waiting for access when prepared for examination 
 Overload from performing multiple examinations without adequate time 

for documentation 
 Last minute changes or hand-offs disrupt preparation activities 

9. Motivation/Attitude/ 
Personality 

 Ability to adapt in stressful and uncertain conditions 

10. Team Coordination  Working in pairs provides opportunity to peer check examination process 
 Two qualified examiners provide more flexibility in difficult environments 

11. Task Complexity  More complex examinations require different skills and more demanding 
documentation 

 Lack of data about welds add to complexity 

12. Physical Environment  Cumulative dose can lead to loss of work 
 High radiation areas add to mental distraction 
 Access can affect how well an exam is performed 

13. Supervision  Supervision as buffer between examiners and non-NDE groups (e.g., 
Outage Control Center) 

14. Vendor-Utility Interactions  Early and frequent communications between vendor and utility improves 
planning 

15. Industry Challenges  Decreasing work opportunities 
 Limited number of highly experienced examiners 
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The interview and focus group results, along with insights from operating experience, were then used to 
illustrate potential errors, precipitating factors, and consequences across various stages of the manual UT 
work process as depicted in Table 2 below.  

Table 2. Potential Errors, Preciptating Factors, and Consequences for Manual UT Functions 

Error Type Selective Precipitating Factors Potential Consequences 

Planning Examination 

Incorrect inspection 
requirements 

Plant drawings wrong Flaw undetected, false positive on wrong 
component, need to re-do exam on proper 
component, additional examiner dose 

Component to be inspected not 
properly prepared 

Poor communication with craft 
specialties 

Increased examiner workload, stress, 
fatigue; time pressure 

Inspection vendor with wrong 
training and certifications 

Wrong requirements, poor 
communication with vendor 

Increased examiner workload, stress, 
fatigue; time pressure 

Schedule conflicts with other 
maintenance procedures 

Over scheduling to reduce outage length Exam delayed, not performed, or time 
pressure upon examiner 

Preparing for Examination 
Incomplete or erroneous pre-
job briefing 

Time pressure, incomplete or inaccurate 
information used in planning 

Conditions or procedure execution not as 
expected 

Need to repeat calibration Incorrect file recalled on instrument, 
new shift, temperature change 

Increased examiner workload, stress, 
fatigue; time pressure 

Material left behind (e.g., 
probes, etc.) 

Memory lapse, incomplete pre-job 
briefing 

Need to exit exam area to retrieve 
necessary items, exam delayed, time 
pressure 

Excessive wait time to enter 
controlled area 

Over-scheduling other work in same 
area; many other crew in HP area 

Inefficient use of examiner time, fatigue, 
delay of other procedures 

Conducting Examination 

Wrong component examined Work package error, wrong drawings, 
prepped wrong component 

Flaw undetected, false positive on wrong 
component, need to re-do exam on proper 
component, additional examiner dose 

More time required at pipe 
than planned 

Surface conditions poor, undocumented 
accessibility problems 

Stop exam, re-surface, do exam with 
limitations, additional dose, time pressure 

Incomplete exam coverage Obstructions, surface prep Flaw undetected 

Erroneous data recording Noise, heat, visibility Missed indications, erroneous 
documentation 

Procedure steps left out Informational use procedure Failure to execute procedure as written, 
need to re-do exam 

Reporting Examination 

Documentation inaccurate or 
incomplete 

Large number of welds examined before 
documentation, inadequate note taking, 
poor team coordination at weld 

Critical information about conditions left 
out of report 

Documentation not to plant 
standards 

Varying formats across utilities, varying 
coverage calculator methods, examiners 
unfamiliar with plant expectations 

Information left out of report, re-work of 
reports, need to re-do exam 

Plant personnel escalate 
unimportant finding 

Premature communication with non-
NDE personnel prior to full evaluation 

Unnecessary oversight from Outage 
Control Center 

Failure to escalate finding of 
potential flaw in timely 
manner 

Lack of post-job briefing, inadequate 
communication between vendor and 
utility 

Time pressure, failure to properly 
characterize indication 
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Human factors theory and research suggests that NDE reliability can be characterized using a multi-
layered model of organizational and operational defenses. This model shows how errors can occur at all 
levels of the inspection system—from initial content of inspection code, to planning, through procedure 
execution and signal interpretation. Thus, latent errors in the planning function can manifest as 
operational errors in the Conducting Examination function. Planners, examiners, supervisors, craft 
personnel, and others can serve both as sources of error and as defenses against latent errors made 
elsewhere in the time-sequenced activities of inspection. 

The research reported in this document demonstrates how a sociotechnical systems approach, in which 
the process of performing manual UT is considered in the context organizational, group, physical, 
individual, and task variables, can provide an integrating framework for developing a descriptive 
representation of factors that influence performance. This suggests that the methods used in the current 
project can be applied to a broader range of NDE techniques in the future. Stakeholder engagement is 
planned to solicit feedback and prioritization of these factors to inform future research efforts. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

ASME Code ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

DM dissimilar metal 

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute 

FAC flow accelerated corrosion 

ISI inservice inspection 

NDE nondestructive examination 

NPP nuclear power plant 

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

PD performance demonstration 

PDI Performance Demonstration Initiative 

PIF performance influencing factor 

PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

POD probability of detection 

SME subject matter expert 

UT ultrasonic testing 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 

Nondestructive examination (NDE) plays a vital role in ensuring the safety of nuclear power plant 
operations. It is used to detect flaws and deficiencies in steam generators, pipes, pipe welds, valves, 
pumps, and other critical components in a nuclear power plant (EPRI 1988). The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) and the nuclear industry have devoted considerable attention to optimizing the 
inspection process for nuclear power plant components. These efforts have taken place during times of 
emerging materials degradation mechanisms and significant changes in inspection technology. As a 
result, there has been significant progress in improving NDE reliability over the past two decades through 
the development of rigorous qualification processes, including performance demonstrations for NDE 
equipment, procedures and personnel, via the requirements of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code) Section XI Appendix VIII. Although 
performance demonstration helps to ensure that equipment, procedures and personnel are capable of 
reliably detecting flaws in a formal testing environment, notable failures have occurred during application 
in the field. In each case, the equipment and procedureswere physically capable of obtaining discernable 
signals from the flaws. 

These recent events suggest that robust techniques and qualifications are necessary, but may not be 
sufficient, to accomplish reliable NDE in the field. The effective application of NDE is dependent on the 
personnel performing the examination, the design of the task, along with the environmental and 
organizational conditions within which personnel carry out the task. Further, there is recognition that the 
performance demonstration environment is very different from working conditions in the field. An 
inherent feature of performance demonstration tests is that the testing is conducted under somewhat ideal 
conditions in a laboratory-like environment. One aspect of understanding NDE reliability in the field is 
understanding the role and impact of human factors. 

Human factors research in NDE was initiated by the NRC in the early 1980s as a result of concerns about 
human reliability in ultrasonic testing (UT) after the discovery of a defect at the Edwin I Hatch nuclear 
power plant (NPP). Inspection requirements for nuclear power plants had been developed on the basis of 
prescriptive standards from other industrial manufacturing processes and experience with fatigue cracking 
(Doctor et al. 2013). Subsequent experience in the United States and internationally suggested that human 
performance in UT was quite variable, depending on many factors including the nature of the defect, the 
equipment, experience, etc. A number of systematic studies known as “mini-round robins,” in which 
multiple examiners evaluated multiple test specimens, showed considerable variation (see EPRI 2008 for 
review). More recent findings of flaws at the VC Summer, Ringhals, Duane Arnold, and North Anna 
plants suggest that human factors remain a concern (Doctor et al. 2013). Early studies by Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) concluded: 

“Although there is an increasing awareness of the importance of human performance in 
NDT [nondestructive testing], no systematic evaluations of the variables likely to 
influence the performance of technicians and/or the man-machine system have been 
conducted to date. An urgent need exists for systematic, multi-variable evaluations in the 
NDT field, particularly for those areas where significant demands are placed on the 
technician, and where the ISI [inservice inspection] results are of critical importance to 
the integrity of nuclear power plant components.” (Spanner et al. 1986) 

Relatively little work has been directed at human factors in NDE over the past 30 years. Most research on 
the reliability of NDE has tended to focus on quantifying probability of detection (POD) in blind 
performance testing of samples. While sample-based blind testing tends to yield quantitative results, 
performance is highly variable. The limited work that has looked at human factors in NDE is aptly 
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captured by Spanner et al. (1986), “no single human performance factor is responsible for the wide 
performance variations (observed).” 

Currently, research is being conducted by the NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) to 
identify human factors issues associated with NDE. Specifically, the research is focused on manual 
conventional UT (hereafter referred to as “manual UT”). This research effort will assist the NRC in 
identifying and assessing human factors issues in NDE in order to plan future research, evaluate whether 
changes are needed in regulatory requirements, and provide technical justification for regulatory 
decisions. 

The nature of the present research is exploratory. While there have been high-level characterizations of 
examination functions and sequences, most of the research on NDE reliability has focused on detection 
outcomes; that is, true positives—flaws are detected when they are present, false negatives—flaws are 
missed when they are present, and false positives—flaws are identified when none are present. The 
tendency to focus on a single set of measures—POD/probability of false positive—has resulted in little 
attention to the many other systems variables that influence the outcome of an examination. Although it is 
intuitively appealing to study individual signal detection performance, the reality of the examination 
process is that numerous people and organizations are involved, and a wider “lens” of study is necessary. 
The examiner is just one source of variance in a complex system. Some examples of other sources of 
variance include: 

 planning processes (e.g., quality, completeness) 

 availability and accuracy of information (e.g., component history) 

 equipment (e.g., use of different instruments) 

 flaw morphology and component material 

 calibration (e.g., results can vary depending on material temperature) 

 diverse environmental conditions 

 reporting requirements (e.g., documentation can differ from one test to another). 

All of these sources of variance interact to produce the final inspection result. 

The present research had two primary objectives: 

1. Understand and accurately characterize the work process of manual UT (i.e., how UT is actually 
executed at a detailed level of performance). 

2. Identify and describe the factors that influence performance of manual UT by using a holistic 
approach to the investigation of NDE reliability. 

The first objective is addressed by developing a base model of the manual UT work process via task 
analysis (discussed in Section 2.0). The second objective is addressed by using a recent literature review 
to identify potential performance influencing factors (discussed in Section 3.0). Field research, including 
observations, interviews, and focus groups, were then conducted to both validate and expand upon these 
base models (discussed in Section 4.0). Section 5.0 describes the strategy used to analyze the field data, 
and Section 6.0 presents the results. Section 7.0 extends this work by demonstrating how the results can 
be used within the context of human factors theory and research to systematically identify potential errors 
in the manual UT work process, including precipitating factors, and potential consequences. Finally, 
Section 8.0 presents conclusions and recommendations for extending this work to other NDE techniques. 
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2.0 Task Analysis 

Task analysis is a “mixed method” research approach that uses a range of information sources to describe 
various human work activities. Task analysis essentially involves creating a detailed description of how a 
task is accomplished. This section presents a review of task analysis research, followed by a description 
of how task analysis was applied in the current project to develop a base model of the manual UT work 
process. 

2.1 Selective Review of Task Analysis Research 

A selective review of task analyses from different work domains was conducted to determine the methods 
and representations that would be best suited for analyzing NDE techniques in the context of the current 
project. Below is a summary of how task analysis has been used in other applied research settings. 

Nuclear Power Control Room Operations: Burgy et al. (1983) report on a comprehensive task analysis 
of nuclear power plant operators performing various operating sequences in the control room. The task 
analysis supported multiple NRC objectives, including human engineering design and retrofit of control 
rooms, control room staffing, operator training and qualification, procedure execution, job performance 
aid design, and communications. The general method involved initial analysis of technical documents 
with subject matter expert (SME) interpretation, table-top analysis, in-plant observation, walkthroughs, 
and simulator demonstrations of detailed operating sequences (e.g., generating power, bringing the plant 
back from an emergency condition to a safe state). Video and audio recording supported very fine-grained 
analysis, including such aspects as distance measurement between display panels, and frequency counts 
of display-control interactions. A high degree of utility, plant, and crew involvement was necessary to 
support this work. Considerable preparatory work was conducted in order to ensure consistent application 
of the task analytic procedures across analysts, power plants, and operating sequences. 

Vehicle Driver Behaviors: In support of developing driver education content, McKnight and Adams 
(1972) conducted a task analysis for 45 driving behaviors (e.g., passing, accelerating, braking, steering, 
etc.). The principal methods for this work included literature review (research reports, prior task analyses, 
training material, and accident analyses), and a systems analytic approach involving decomposition of 
driver behavior. For example, the function of “backing up” was decomposed into component driver 
responses in which physical actions and objects were specified: the task of checking traffic behind the 
vehicle was specified as “look in rearview mirror” or “turn head to look behind.” 

A more recent task analytic study of driver behavior was reported by Richard et al. (2006). The purpose 
of the analysis was to identify information processing “bottlenecks” for drivers at intersection scenarios. 
A bottleneck was defined as information overload, leading to a driver executing functions or tasks 
incompletely or improperly, and potentially resulting in a safety problem. The driving task analysis was 
undertaken to provide a technical basis for safety efforts and countermeasures (e.g., vehicle warning 
systems) that may address the underlying information processing problem and aid the driver in 
performance. The project used existing task analyses (e.g., McKnight and Adams 1972), roadway design 
guidelines such as the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, and the general human information 
processing literature. Specific workload ratings and information processing bottleneck descriptions were 
not completely specified in the existing research base; this was supplemented by the general human 
information processing literature and expert judgment by the project scientists to derive likely impacts on 
driving performance. The task-level information processing bottlenecks and workload ratings were 
represented in a tabular structure that permits comparison of demands across tasks. 
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Pipeline Operations: Analysis of the human factors involved in liquid pipeline operations was conducted 
by McCallum and Richard (2008) as a basis for developing risk mitigation strategies to reduce the 
potential for hazardous spills. This study adopted a mixed methods approach entailing literature review, 
accident report analysis, control room observations, and controller interviews. The accident analysis data 
provided by the National Transportation Safety Board reports formed the initial basis for developing an 
operationally-specific human factors taxonomy and critical incident prompts. 

Through an iterative process of combining standard human factors literature with accident reports, 
interview findings, and contextual observations, this project developed a detailed model of the human 
factors involved in pipeline operations. The taxonomy was relatively high-level during the initial phases 
of the research, and was articulated with detailed elements on the basis of interview results. Initially, 
11 human factors areas of interest were identified on the basis of the general literature review. These were 
further analyzed into 29 detailed human factors topics and 138 specific performance-shaping factors, for 
which risk likelihood indices were developed. 

Aircraft Inspections: An example of task analysis for NDE of aging aircraft was reported by Drury et al. 
(1990). The focus was similar to the driving research described above, in that the researchers analyzed the 
various human information processing subsystems that were engaged in task execution. The results were 
used to describe potential interventions to reduce the likelihood of error during inspections. The 
researchers used a mixed methods approach involving analytic decomposition of inspection tasks using 
the human factors literature and prior knowledge of aircraft inspection functions. This analysis was 
supplemented by observations of inspectors performing their work in the field. 

The research reviewed above illustrates a considerable range of methods and techniques for performing a 
task analysis. The common themes are as follows: 

 Task analysis is based on a human information processing model and the general human factors 
literature. 

 Task descriptions are based on existing technical documentation and SME interviews. 

 Analysis entails functional decomposition of higher-level activities into sub-elements to a level 
appropriate for the research objectives. 

 Direct task observation and SME interviews are a supplement to the functional decomposition of 
activities. In some cases direct observation is unnecessary, or may preclude identifying infrequent or 
implicit tasks that are critical. 

 Tabular and graphical representation of task sequences facilitates comparison of human factors 
influences and error potential. 

The range of applications for task analysis was very broad across industries, indicating that adapting the 
analysis methods to NDE was feasible, and that the methods could be tailored to the specific project goals 
and resources. In the context of the current project, functional decomposition analysis was determined to 
be a particularly useful analytic method for breaking down the process of performing manual UT. 
Characterizing the various tasks involved in manual UT provides a means to identify and compare areas 
in the task sequence where various performance influences take place. The product of the task analysis 
can also be used as a basis for developing interview protocols for knowledge elicitation from NDE 
examiners. 
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2.2 Functional Decomposition of Manual UT 

Functional decomposition consists of breaking down a specific process (i.e., manual UT) into smaller 
parts. Information was gathered from discussions with SMEs, observations of manual UT, and review of 
generic procedures and past NDE research to form the basis for the functional decomposition. In 
particular, information about the manual UT process was gleaned from Performance Demonstration 
Initiative (PDI) generic procedures [PDI-UT-1 (PDI 2007) and PDI-UT-10 (EPRI 2010)], selected 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) documents (Harris and McCloskey 1990; EPRI 2013), prior task 
analyses of manual UT from the ASME NDE (ANDE) working group, and national laboratory technical 
reports (Spanner et al. 1986). The initial approach involved defining functions, tasks, and subtasks, as 
follows: 

 A function is a group of activities generally performed together to accomplish the overall goal of 
inspection 

 A task is a smaller unit of behavior that provides information about the human-information 
processing demands, communication requirements, instrument interactions, etc. 

 A subtask is an element of a task that may entail such actions as display access, control manipulation, 
verbal output, listening to audio messages, etc. 

Functions, tasks, and subtasks were verified through cross-referencing the various source material 
described above, and tracking the structure in a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet material was converted into 
flow diagrams illustrating the relationships between functions, tasks, and subtasks. The spreadsheet 
structure was also used to facilitate discussions with SMEs to validate the content. The initial spreadsheet 
of functions, tasks, and subtasks was reviewed with a PNNL SME with UT Level III qualifications by the 
American Society for Nondestructive Testing, and who had served as a site UT Level III with a large 
utility in the southwest. Several subtasks were clarified, and the principal structure was deemed accurate. 
 
Subsequently, a tabletop analysis of manual UT was conducted in cooperation with an EPRI research 
team to validate and further refine the initial task structure. A tabletop task analysis is a technique that 
involves consulting with a group of experts who have an understanding of a system in order to 
define/assess particular aspects of that system. The discussions are typically directed around some basic 
framework (e.g. procedures). This technique can be used to “deepen task knowledge of a system” 
(Kirwan & Ainsworth 1992). Eleven UT Level III SMEs associated with EPRI, either as employees or 
contractors, participated in the tabletop analysis through a series of in-person interviews. These interviews 
sought to elicit basic job descriptions by requesting that the interviewee provide a walkthrough of the 
performance of a manual UT examination. Interviews were led by the research team under contract to 
EPRI. Members of the NRC research team sat in on the interviews, took notes, and asked clarifying 
questions. The content of the interviews was compared with the task representations described above; 
differences and additions were discussed by the EPRI and NRC research teams and incorporated into the 
task structure. 

2.3 Base Model of Manual UT Work Process 

Figure 1 depicts the base model of functions and tasks that were identified via functional decomposition 
of the manual UT work process.a The purpose of developing the base model via task analysis was to use it 
                                                      
a The functional decomposition also included identification of subtasks nested under the tasks within each function. 
However, the subtasks were deemed to be at too detailed a level to effectively facilitate knowledge elicitation during 
the examiner interviews, and therefore were not included in the structured interview protocol. A list of subtasks is 
included in the final task structure presented in Section 6.1. 
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as a tool to facilitate input from examiners about the environment they work in and the challenges they 
face. Thus, the base model was used as a foundation for developing a structured protocol to guide the 
examiner interviews (discussed in Section 4.2). 

 

 

Figure 1. Base Model of Manual UT Work Process 

The functional flow of activities depicted in Figure 1 incorporates a wide time window. Planning 
generally occurs months to years in advance of conducting the weld examination. Preparation for the 
examination takes place from when the NDE team arrives on site (one to two weeks prior to a specific 
examination) to when all pre-job briefs have occurred and the components are ready. Conducting the 
examination occurs once the examiners have located and verified the component for examination. 
Reporting occurs after the examination is completed, resulting in an inspection report document. 
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3.0 Identification of Performance Influencing Factors 

A recent literature review conducted by members of the research team (D'Agostino et al. 2017) provided 
an initial basis for identifying factors that are likely to influence NDE performance. The literature review 
used Moray’s (2000) sociotechnical systems model as a framework for organizing research into five 
human factor categories: Task Characteristics, Individual Differences, Group Characteristics, Physical 
Environment, and Organizational Factors. Specific factors likely to influence NDE performance were 
termed performance influencing factors and clustered within the five human factor categories. The initial 
list of performance influencing factors consisted of the 18 factors presented in Figure 2. This list was used 
to inform the structured interview protocol discussed in Section 4.2 and content analysis of the interview 
data discussed in Section 5.2. 

 

Figure 2. Base Model of NDE Performance Influencing Factors 
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4.0 Data Collection 

Data were collected using a variety of field research methods, including site visits to observe manual UT 
at nuclear power plants, face-to-face interviews, and focus groups with UT examiners. The purpose of the 
field research was to develop a detailed understanding of the interaction between work tasks and 
performance influencing factors. The base models of the manual UT work process and performance 
influencing factors discussed in Sections 2.0 and 3.0, respectively, provided the foundation for structuring 
the data collection. The information gathered from the field research was then used to further refine and 
validate the models. This section discusses the field research and data collection process. 

4.1 Site Visits and Observations of Manual UT 

The research team conducted site visits to three nuclear power plants from March 2016 to May 2017. The 
first two visits occurred prior to the task analysis activities and were used to inform the functional 
decomposition. The third visit occurred after the functional decomposition was performed and helped to 
refine and validate the task model. 

Two members of the research team participated in each two-day site visit. The site visits involved plant-
specific orientation and safety training, followed by introduction of the research team to the NDE 
personnel in their workspace, which typically consisted of temporary office trailers outside of the reactor 
building. During one site visit the research team observed NDE vendor personnel participating in the site 
indoctrination process to familiarize the vendor personnel with the site-specific expectations and 
standards. Each of the visits included observations of calibration procedures, manipulation of the UT 
equipment, pre-job briefings, and the processes involved in accessing the examination site (e.g., dressing 
out, obtaining the radiation work permit, and locating the correct component). 

Manual UT examinations of welds were observed in different environments, including a weld on a 2-inch 
reactor coolant system drain line pipe that was being inspected prior to installation in the plant, a 30-inch 
main steam line pipe outside of containment, a 20-inch pipe inside containment on scaffolding two stories 
above a high traffic area, and a 6-inch pipe in a high radiation area near a drained-down steam generator. 
Observations encompassed a wide range of conditions depending on the location of the component to be 
inspected. The pre-service inspections were conducted in a laboratory-like environment with minimal 
environmental hazards or time pressures. The conditions inside containment were often hot and humid, 
required additional mindfulness of radiological conditions, and involved scanning in small spaces with 
low lighting. Researchers shadowed UT examiners as they navigated through the plant by climbing up 
scaffolding and over concrete barriers, monitored radiation dose, referenced isometric drawings to verify 
the correct weld, and manipulated their bodies in sometimes awkward positions while wearing multiple 
layers of gloves to perform the scans. 

During the May 2017 visit, research team members were permitted to take photos during manual UT 
examination of a weld on a 30-inch main steam line (Figure 3). This exam was outside of the radiological 
controlled area and did not require anti-contamination clothing. The two pictures in Figure 4 show the 
physical positioning required of the examiner for this inspection. Note the lack of space on one side of the 
pipe and how the examiner must maneuver around other equipment (the hand wheel) to perform the scan.  
Also note how the examiner’s hand holding the transducer is outside his line of sight for portions of the 
scan due to positioning and the size of the pipe. Figure 5 shows a close-up of the hand holding the 
transducer and the gel couplant covering the hand. The small size of the transducer combined with the gel 
couplant can make gripping the equipment difficult. 
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Figure 3. Weld Inspected by Manual UT during May 2017 Site Visit 

 

Figure 4. Examiner Performing Manual UT Inspection 

 

Figure 5. Manual UT Probe Operation Illustrating Couplant on Examiner’s Hand 
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4.2 Structured Interview Protocol 

The base models of the manual UT work process and performance influencing factors were used to 
develop a structured protocol for interviews with UT examiners. The structured interview protocol 
included questions organized by manual UT function and task to prompt examiners to reflect on the 
process of conducting an examination and the factors that influence their performance. The interview 
protocol asked examiners about: 

 Identification of tasks that are most important to get right 

 Factors that can influence how well tasks are performed 

 Times when examiners have to adapt or change what they intend to do 

 Process of reporting indications 

 How tasks are different from or similar to performance demonstration 

 Suggested changes to improve preparation for the field 

 Examples of particularly challenging situations. 

The initial interview protocol was developed for a 60-minute face-to-face interview format, with one 
researcher asking the questions while another researcher recorded notes. Prompts associated with specific 
information were used for each function in the manual UT work process, and visual prompts (811-inch 
cards) were used to elicit comments regarding performance influencing factors and differences between 
field work and performance demonstration. The interview protocol was later adapted for use in a focus 
group format. The same topic areas were addressed in the focus group protocol, but without the visual 
prompts or walkthrough of functions and tasks. In the focus group protocol, one researcher asked the 
questions while also encouraging and facilitating discussion among the focus group participants, and one 
or more additional researchers took notes. The structured interview protocols for the individual interviews 
and focus groups are reproduced in Appendix A. 

4.3 Interview Process 

Participants for in-person interviews were solicited via email on the basis of the research team’s 
professional contacts within the NDE industry. A standardized solicitation letter was used in the emails to 
recruit participants for interviews (reproduced in Appendix B). The emails were sent in late March 2017, 
and visits were made during the spring of 2017. 

Individual interviews with UT examiners were conducted in-person in an office setting. One researcher 
served as the lead interviewer, while a second researcher took detailed notes, and occasionally asked 
clarifying questions. 

In addition, two separate focus groups were conducted at a vendor-sponsored training workshop in July 
2017. One member of the research team presented an overview of the human factors research being 
conducted, and solicited participation from PDI-qualified, UT Level II and III examiners for separate 
focus groups. The response was excellent, and the groups were conducted in 90-minute sessions on 
separate days following technical sessions. One member of the research team facilitated the focus group, 
while another member of the research team and two additional PNNL researchers took notes. 

The number of participants and their characteristics (shown in Table 3) reflect that information in this 
report came from people in various organizations (utility/vendor), with varying levels of experience and 
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roles in the NDE process.  This allowed the reserachers to understand the end-to-end process of 
performing manual UT, the immediate examination environment, and the larger organizational context.  

Table 3. Subject Matter Expert Participants for Individual Interviews and Focus Groups 

 Interview Focus Group 

 

 UT Level II UT Level III UT Level II UT Level III 

Vendor 2 6 9 1 

Utility  1 3 8 

Total 2 7 12 9 30 

 

4.4 Data Recording and Documentation 

The notes taken during the individual interviews and focus groups were reviewed by the research team 
within 24 hours of being initially recorded. Clarifications were made when necessary, and final transcripts 
were created for each individual interview and focus group. The final transcripts (9 individual interviews, 
2 focus groups comprising 58 pages of text) were used as the data source for the content analysis 
described in the next section of the report. In addition, within 5 days of a site visit, a member of the 
research team developed a summary of the key findings from the observations and interviews conducted 
at each site. These summaries were reviewed by the research team for accuracy and clarity, and served to 
confirm that the relevant data were completely captured to the extent possible by the methods employed. 
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5.0 Data Analysis Strategy 

This section describes the strategy used to analyze the interview and focus group data. It begins with 
background information on content analysis. Next is a description of how content analysis was applied in 
the current study. 

5.1 Content Analysis Background 

Content analysis is a set of techniques within qualitative research that is used to assess patterns of 
meaning in complex verbal or written bodies of data. It has been used extensively starting in the 1950s in 
communications research (Berelson 1952) for analysis of messages in government and periodical 
publications. Frequent application is also made in health research and other social science studies for 
evaluation of interview data. Two related definitions are provided in the following quotations: 

 “Content analysis is a systematic process of coding, examining of meaning and provision of a 
description of the social reality through the creation of theme” (Vaismoradi et al. 2016). 

 “Content analysis is a research technique for the systematic, objective and quantitative description of 
the manifest content of communication” (Berelson 1952). 

The Berelson definition refers to “manifest content”—indicating that it is often the case that the surface 
words used by a communicator are codes for what they really mean. The Vaismoradi definition focuses 
on the extraction of that meaning by examination of themes—this is the key element of content analysis. 
A variety of ways are used to analyze meaning and theme (discussed further below); the use of systematic 
(codified, repeatable) procedures by multiple researchers allows the inference of meaning in otherwise 
unstructured material. 

The fundamental meaning unit—theme—can be described in the following ways: 

 An attribute, descriptor, element, or concept that organizes a group of repeating ideas 

 A common point of reference 

 A generality that unifies ideas about the subject of research. 

Themes can be “surface level”—i.e., identical with the language used to describe a particular situation 
(time pressure), or implicit—requiring that meaning be inferred by the language structure and context 
(“everything was bearing down on me, we were being rushed to complete things…”).  

Three basic approaches to content analysis are identified in the literature (Hsieh and Shannon 2005). 
These include conventional analysis, in which meaning categories are developed through immersion in 
the body of data. This can also be thought of as a “bottom-up” or inductive analysis. Theory-based 
analysis employs categories of meaning that are derived from models and theories of the underlying 
research questions and data structure. Quantitative analysis focuses on word, phrase, and theme frequency 
counts. The current project employed elements of each of these approaches. 

5.2 Content Analysis Approach in Current Study 

Content analysis of the interview and focus group data involved developing a comprehensive set of 
themes that capture the essence of the examiner’s responses. Analysis of themes is meant to provide a 
comprehensive view of the data and portray patterns across the participants (Vaismoradi et al. 2016). 
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The research team identified themes by the following means: 

 The deep and repeated readings and coding of individual interviews and focus group content. 

 Frequent discussions among the researchers to understand the context related to coding categories, 
and refinement of the coding scheme. 

 Identifying repeated or recurrent content suggestive of meaning—this may be explicit or based on 
researcher interpretation, guided by recurrences within or across respondents, and by context. 

 Relationship of comments and codes to the research questions of interest (what human factors 
influence NDE reliability) and envisioned potential mitigations. 

 Generality of the content with respect to the research question; that is, not specific to the respondent’s 
situation. 

The initial step in the content analysis was for research team members to read through the transcripts of 
the individual interviews and focus groups and develop a coding scheme for relevant statements. Each 
team member reviewed and coded an overlapping subset of interview transcripts, such that each transcript 
was coded by at least two team members and some transcripts were coded by three team members. Team 
members used the base model of 18 performance influencing factors described in Section 3.0 as an initial 
framework for coding the transcripts, but were encouraged to develop new codes as needed for unique 
and recurring topics not covered by the base model. Team members used the comment function within 
Microsoft® Word to code individual text blocks and identify the researcher associated with the code. The 
research team then met to review the results of the initial coding and agree upon a coding scheme. 
This review suggested that the theoretically-based list of performance influencing factors contained an 
appropriate set of categories, when supplemented with several additional topics that recurred across 
interviews: Examiner Process, Workload/Stress/Fatigue, Vendor-Utility Interactions, Industry Challenges, 
Cognitive Factors, and Team Cohesion. These additional topics were added to the base model of 
performance influencing factors, and the resulting list was used as the primary coding scheme for 
categorizing selected blocks of text in the interview transcripts (see Table 4). 

The initial round of content coding also revealed the need to standardize how blocks of text were selected 
for coding to ensure inter-rater consistency. The following guidelines were developed for selecting blocks 
of text for coding: 

 The statement needed to convey a positive or negative influence on examination outcome. All other 
material was considered task description or extraneous comment. 

 The block of text should be limited to only the content needed to capture the nature of the comment. 
This may be one or several sentences, but generally brief. Surrounding text was considered either 
contextual or redundant. 

 Ambiguous statements or those lacking context were not selected. 

 Statements identified as appropriate for coding were highlighted in bold to permit comparison 
between researchers.  

 The highlighted statements were reviewed within the research team; additions, subtractions, or 
combinations were made as necessary. The final file constituted the corpus to be coded. 
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Table 4. List of Performance Influencing Factors and Definitions for Content Analysis 

Category Performance Influencing Factors Definition 

Task 
Characteristics 

Pre-job Preparation Activities performed by the vendor to get ready for an exam 

Equipment Specific equipment and material used to perform exam, and 
its availability 

Procedure Content and/or nature of a written procedure used in an exam 

Time Pressure Temporal constraints due to specific exam performance or 
the overall inspection schedule 

Task Complexity Factors such as ambiguity in assessing or executing the task, 
the degree of mental effort or knowledge involved, whether 
special sequencing or coordination is required, or whether 
the task requires sensitive and careful manipulations 

Individual 
Differences 

Knowledge/Experience What the examiner knows, level of experience on the job, 
and certifications and qualifications 

Examiner Process How the examiner executes the specific task (reporting 
comments, etc.) 

Motivation/Attitude/Personality Characteristics of the person 

Physical Abilities Height, weight, dexterity, etc. 

Cognitive Factors Attention, perception, memory, spatial ability 

Workload/Stress/Fatigue Pace, intensity, and duration of exam, work shifts or 
assignments 

Group 
Characteristics 

Team Coordination Peer interaction while doing the inspection. This should be 
focused on performing the exam. 

Team Cohesion Familiarity of inspection team with one another and the 
impacts upon exam process 

Physical 
Environment 

Accessibility of Component Location, reachability 

Lighting Visibility 

Noise Ability to hear while doing exam 

Radiation Task-specific dose, cumulative dose 

Temperature and Humidity Heat, dehydration, glasses fogging, etc. 

Organizational 
Factors 

Utility Planning Activities conducted by the utility to prepare for exam 

Organizational Culture Norms and expectations in the work environment (the 
“feeling of the workplace”) 

Supervision Oversight of the NDE process—either directly by vendor, 
utility, or regulator 

Training Comments about types and quality of training, required and 
optional practice on samples 

Vendor-Utility Interactions Working relationships between the two parties, including 
developing work packages, documentation requirements, 
expectations for reporting indications, role played by vendor 
(sometimes as in-house NDE planner), etc. 

Industry Challenges Work force availability, work opportunities 
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For the second round of the content analysis process, two primary team members coded each interview 
and focus group transcript using the human factor categories and performance influencing factors agreed 
upon by the research team (listed in Table 4). Each resulting coded file was reviewed between the 
researchers and disparities resolved, usually by employing multiple related codes, to achieve a final body 
of material for analysis. Three interviews and one focus group transcript were also coded by a third 
researcher, and a similar resolution process employed. In general, there was substantial agreement 
(greater than 50%) for the initial coding of comments, and 100% agreement when the process was 
finished. While this is not intended to be a quantitative study, employing such good practices in the 
qualitative analysis enhances our confidence in the interpretation. 

The coded blocks of text for each interview and focus group were entered into a Microsoft® Excel 
spreadsheet that was designed to track the following: 

 Interview/Focus Group ID 

 Examiner Level (II or III) 

 Comment sequence number 

 Codes applied (human factor category and individual performance influencing factor) 

 Interpretation (used infrequently) 

 Examiner experience in years. 

Blocks of text that were representative of multiple performance influencing factors were entered on 
multiple rows in the spreadsheet such that each row represented a different factor. 

In addition to coding comments by performance influencing factor, the researchers also reviewed 
responses to the specific questions asked in the interview protocol to identify themes within questions. 
Information about specific tasks involved in performing manual UT was used to refine the task analysis. 
Responses to questions about task importance, critical decisions, and differences between the field and 
performance demonstration were summarized to provide a richer understanding of the context of manual 
UT. The results of all of these analyses are presented in the next section. 
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6.0 Results 

This section presents the results of the study based on the information collected via interviews and focus 
groups. The section begins with a presentation of the revised model of the manual UT work process as 
informed by the examiner interviews. Next is a consolidation of themes from the examiner interviews 
based on the identified performance influencing factors. This is followed by additional findings related to 
specific interview questions and variables of interest (e.g., certification level and employer), and finally a 
summary of the results. 

6.1 Model of Manual UT Work Process 

The task structure for manual UT was revisited at multiple points throughout the project for validation 
and refinement. Generally, the base model of the functions and tasks proved to be a good representation 
of the various time-sequenced activities involved in performing manual UT. Minor revisions were made 
to the model based on information gathered from the site visits, examiner interviews, and ongoing 
discussions of findings between the EPRI and NRC research teams. The final model of the manual UT 
work process consisted of 4 high-level functions (Plan, Prepare, Conduct, and Report), involving 27 tasks 
and 59 subtasks. Table 5 presents a complete list of the functions, tasks, and subtasks identified within the 
model.b 

Table 5. Final Model of Manual UT Work Process 

Function Task Subtask 

1. Plan for 
Examination 

1.1  Develop plan based on 
requirements and previous data 

1.1.a  Review and revise procedures 

1.2  Identify qualified examiners 1.2.a  Bid contract if necessary 

1.3  Ensure component prepared for 
examination in the field 

1.3.a  Walk-down areas to be examined 
1.3.b  Determine special equipment, personnel, 

and access requirements 
1.3.c  Measure components and access routes 
1.3.d  Prepare work packages 

2. Prepare for 
Examination 

2.1  Receive plant orientation and 
training 

 

2.2  Review work package and 
procedure 

2.2.a Obtain work package 
2.2.b Review drawings, operating experience, 

location of component, weld history, weld 
profile, previous scanning technique, etc. 

2.2.c Develop scan plan according to procedure 
2.2.d. Determine recording criteria for indications 

according to procedure 

2.3  Verify that the component is within 
the procedure and personnel 
qualification ranges 

 

2.4  Assemble equipment and materials 2.4.a Select scope, transducers, cables, couplant 
gel, etc. according to procedure 

2.4.b Re-familiarize self with equipment 

                                                      
b The subtasks identified through the functional decomposition process were not used in the structured interview 
protocol, but are included in this report for illustrative purposes. In some cases, the subtask level was not specified, 
because the task level was sufficient for representing the necessary activities for executing the function. 
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Function Task Subtask 

2.5  Calibrate equipment to procedure 2.5.a Save calibration files 
2.5.b Complete calibration forms 

2.6  Attend pre-job briefing 2.6.a Ask questions during pre-job briefing, as 
needed 

2.7  Coordinate examiner 
responsibilities 

 

2.8  Pack equipment and materials  

2.9  Prepare to enter area for exam 2.9.a Walk to area of plant where component is 
located/entrance to radiological-controlled 
area 

2.9.b Obtain radiation work permit 
2.9.c Remember allowable dose and radiation 

levels in work area 
2.9.d Meet with Health Physics to review 

radiation work permit 
2.9.e Obtain dosimetry devices 
2.9.f Dress out for radiation and industrial 

environment as appropriate 
2.9.g Enter radiological-controlled area 

2.10  Locate component 2.10.a Monitor dose at regular intervals 
2.10.b Monitor surroundings for hazards 

3. Conduct 
Examination 

3.1  Verify at correct component and 
weld 

 

3.2  Verify conditions at weld 3.2.a Verify accessibility of component for 
scanning 

3.2.b Document physical surroundings that 
would prevent 100% examination scan 
coverage (e.g., nearby structures, 
insulation, component geometry, etc.) 

3.2.c Verify surface preparation 
3.2.d Document surface conditions 
3.2.e Ensure conditions at weld meet procedural 

requirements 
3.2.f Decide if examination can proceed 

3.3  Perform supplemental inspection 
measurements 

3.3.a Measure weld crown width, temperature, 
contour, etc. as required by procedure 

3.4  Set up for scan 3.4.a Identify scan area (may include drawing 
marks at weld center line or additional 
locations) 

3.4.b Verify area to be scanned (examination 
volume coverage) 

3.4.c Assess flow direction 
3.4.d Determine scan start position (may include 

the use of markings) 
3.4.e Verify scanning strategy (ordering of scans; 

with flow/against flow; 
clockwise/counterclockwise) 

3.4.f Turn on UT instrument 
3.4.g Move into position to perform scan 
3.4.h Place UT instrument in viewing position 
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Function Task Subtask 

3.5  Perform calibration verification 
(“cal check”) 

3.5.a Select calibration file for first search unit 
3.5.b Verify calibration with reference block 

3.6  Apply couplant gel  

3.7  Perform scan 3.7.a Place transducer on component 
3.7.b Ensure proper gain is achieved on UT 

instrument 
3.7.c Move transducer across area 
3.7.d Observe signal characteristics on UT 

instrument 
3.7.e Interpret signal characteristics 
3.7.f Characterize signal characteristics (i.e., 

geometric vs. non-geometric) 
3.7.g Note potential indications 
3.7.h Change transducer as/when needed 

3.8  Follow up on potential indications 
with additional scanning 

 

3.9  Write down notes (and take 
pictures in the field) 

 

3.10  Verify data is complete  

3.11  Wipe off gel and clean area (pack 
up in field) 

3.11.a Pack up equipment and materials 
3.11.b Clear equipment with health physics 
3.11.c Remove protective clothing 
3.11.d Return to work area 

4. Report 
Examination 
Results 

4.1  Verify post-examination calibration 
(“cal out”)  

 

4.2  Complete examination 
documentation 

4.2.a Complete calibration data sheet (form) 
4.2.b Analyze results (e.g., draft drawing plots) 
4.2.c Complete examination data sheets (forms) 
4.2.d Document indications and limitations as 

needed 

4.3  Perform post-job briefings 4.3.a Communicate potential indication of flaw if 
appropriate 

4.3.b Review extenuating circumstances with job 
coordinator  

6.2 Performance Influencing Factors 

This section presents a consolidation of the performance influencing factors that were represented by the 
data. The content analysis coding process described in Section 5.2 resulted in 508 individual lines of data 
across 351 unique blocks of text. Sorting of the data by performance influencing factor yielded the 
number of comments for each factor and the number of transcripts where the factor was mentioned at 
least once (out of 11 total transcripts). These results are shown in Table 6. 

The counts listed in Table 6 were used as a guide for identifying themes within the body of data. The 
counts of comments can be interpreted simply as an indicator of what the interview and focus group 
participants were thinking about in relation to the data collection protocols.  
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Table 6. Number of Comments for Each PIF and Number of Interviews where PIF Mentioned at 
Least Once 

Performance Influencing Factor (PIF) 
Number of 
Comments 

Number of 
Interview 

Transcripts 

Utility Planning 69 11 

Examiner Process 49 9 

Time Pressure 36 9 

Organizational Culture 34 9 

Pre-Job Preparation 30 11 

Knowledge/Experience 28 9 

Training 27 10 

Workload/Stress/Fatigue 24 8 

Motivation/Attitude/Personality 23 8 

Team Coordination 22 7 

Task Complexity 21 8 

Radiation 21 8 

Supervision 21 10 

Vendor-Utility Interaction 20 8 

Equipment 11 6 

Accessibility of Component 11 6 

Temperature/Humidity 11 5 

Industry Challenges 11 5 

Procedure 9 4 

Cognitive Factors 9 6 

Team Cohesion 7 3 

Physical Ability 6 3 

Lighting 6 4 

Noise 2 2 

 

These numbers should not be taken to represent concepts such as importance or criticality; rather, they 
most likely reflect aspects of the manual UT process that the respondents most easily recall because of 
their job role. This is a significant perspective, however, and should be viewed as a potential indicator of 
where the respondents saw the most issues, given their perspective on performance reliability. The initial 
thematic analysis was focused on performance influencing factors for which 20 or more comments were 
made; this appeared to be a meaningful breakpoint between more and less salient influencing factors. 
Performance influencing factors with 20 or more comments were also mentioned at least once in a 
majority of the transcripts. Four factors were mentioned 11 times and appeared in about half of the 
interview transcripts. These factors were examined in more detailed to determine whether one or more 
consistent themes could be derived from the comments. Comments related to Accessibility of Component 
and Temperature/Humidity appeared to co-occur with comments about Radiation and other physical 
environment challenges; these factors were grouped together within a general physical environment 
theme. Industry Challenges was included as a theme because it related to a variety of other concerns 
expressed across the entire analysis. The 11 comments associated with the Equipment factor did not have 
consistent thematic content and therefore Equipment was not included as a theme. 
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6.2.1 Themes Within Performance Influencing Factors 

The themes identified in the data were organized by performance influencing factor to characterize 
examiners’ perspectives on the specific dimensions within these factors that influence performance. Each 
factor listed in this section includes a general integrating statement and a bulleted list of the dimensions 
captured within the factor. This is followed by a discussion of the dimensions of that factor as reflected in 
the data, and presentation of selected examples of comments from the interviews and focus groups that 
illustrate themes associated with that factor. 

1. Utility Planning: The extent and quality of utility planning can facilitate or impede 
examination. 

 Completeness and accuracy of work package 

 Adequate preparation of component prior to examination (scaffolding, insulation removal, 
surface preparation) 

 Adequate planning up front to reduce surprises or last-minute changes 

The most frequently mentioned performance influencing factor was Utility Planning. There were 
numerous dimensions to this factor, and there was often not a clear line between utility and vendor roles 
and engagement timelines. There are various models of how planning is done, including completely in-
house within a utility, contracting out support for the NDE program planning, and a blend, in which 
vendors can access plant drawings across sites within a particular utility. Planning for in-service 
inspections seems to occur 12 to 18 months in advance of the actual on-site examination. However, the 
quality and content of that planning process can influence the immediate process of inspection. 

Planners try to develop inspection work packages to facilitate the work of the inspection team by 
providing sufficient information to reduce surprises, and to allow vendors to assemble teams based on 
experience. It was clear from comments reflecting the Knowledge and Experience factor that utility NDE 
program owners are more comfortable with teams or individual examiners that have prior experience with 
their plants and specific components. 

From the examiner’s perspective, the quality of the planning and completeness of the work package 
materials are a substantial factor in establishing their approach to the specific inspection. Knowing where 
they are going, what they are going to encounter, what previous inspections have shown—all of these 
elements establish job expectations before the examiner ever gets to the weld location. Incomplete 
information or mismatches between the work package and what is encountered at the weld can lead to 
additional exposure time or work stoppages (see discussion of Examiner Process). Planning is an area 
where errors and inaccuracies can occur, and they can be propagated through to subsequent work. 

Selected comments regarding the Utility Planning factor include: 

 Previous data can show the limitations of an examination. It can help to know the limitations. It also 
tells the probes, coverage, and gives the most information possible. 

 Most important task is to get the requirements right – everything else flows from that. 

 Examiner could actually do the examination and not know they have the wrong transducers. Have 
been in the situation where information obtained while at pipe reflects different information from 
what was on the paperwork. Now have to back out, regroup, and figure out how to get the equipment 
that is needed and go back and do the examination again.  

 No matter how well we plan, there is always some error or missing drawing in the work package. 
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2. Examiner Process: The individual examiner process covers a range of functions and tasks 
beyond simply performing the scan, including work site assessment in relation to the work 
package, individual scan techniques within procedure parameters, and evaluation and 
reporting of indications. 

 Developing mental model of job to be done 

 Maintaining awareness of situations where conditions do not match expectations. 

Task analysis can illuminate the structure of job performance, that is, the “what” is done, but the “how” is 
reflected in comments coded as Examiner Process. The task analytic approach is more structured and 
tends to focus on the specific sequence of inputs and outputs (e.g., “Perform Scan”). These tasks occur in 
an ongoing flow of situation assessment, interpretation of work package information, verification of 
conditions—both component location and ID as well as weld condition—and then determining (1) if the 
inspection can proceed and (2) exactly how it will be carried out given the immediate constraints of the 
work environment. 

The qualitative portrait of the examiner process that emerges from the examiner interviews is one of a 
series of parallel cognitive activities that is much more than detecting indications or correctly determining 
that no indications are present. Examiners start thinking about what they are going to do at the weld well 
before they get there, based on the work package, pre-job brief, who they will be working with, 
knowledge of any access limitations, etc. Upon reaching the component to be inspected, a variety of 
documentary information is taken (photos, measurements, possibly a confirmatory weld profile, general 
visual observation) and specific assessment of whether and how required coverage can be obtained. 

It is clear from the totality of comments related to Examiner Process that the examination is a dynamic 
diagnostic process, due to the many subtleties of signal presentation. Should potential indications be 
found, additional evaluation steps are made, per procedure, and also based on the work process of the 
specific vendor and utility. These additional steps also need to accommodate exposure time limits, which 
can be a factor in whether additional time is taken by the team to evaluate the indications, or another team 
is sent in. The indication evaluation process is a multi-person effort, often initially within the vendor 
team, and engaging utility NDE and other personnel as warranted. 

Selected comments for the Examiner Process factor include: 

 When you get into pre-job brief you are going over what the environment is going to be like so there 
is nothing in the changing conditions that are going to present you with some surprise. It’s a check to 
review the whole mental model you have in your head. Gets everyone on board with how the dance is 
going to go. 

 Have to make sure you don’t leave something behind. Nothing worse than going out there and 
forgetting the couplant. That’s a show stopper. Don’t necessarily use a checklist, but would probably 
be a good idea. 

 Very most important is ensuring on the right weld. It’s not just a minor thing, it happens a lot that it’s 
very easy to get off on a different weld. 

 Conditions must match the brief – e.g., if there are supposed to be 6 welds and you only see 4, you 
stop exam. 

 Static scan first – which is roll over the whole area – like looking at a comic flipbook. You ‘watch the 
roll’ so you get a holistic idea of the dynamic movement. Could do it individually as well, but do it 
over it first to get an idea of the ‘roll’. A lot of times catch things by doing this first. 
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 If I had found an indication, would have insisted on doing paperwork then. If you didn’t take enough 
notes and couldn’t put it all together in the office, would have to go and redo the exam. 

3. Time Pressure: Time pressure is pervasive and multi-faceted – while preparing, when 
performing examinations, and when evaluating indications and reporting. 

 Outage schedule constraints and last-minute changes increase time pressure 

 Concerns about radiation dose limits increase time pressure 

 Analysis of indications may require more time than planned. 

Time pressure is a well-documented stressor in the psychological literature. It can influence attentional 
focus, accuracy of performance, and individual reactions to work situations. The comments reflected a 
range of time pressures in NDE, which cover diverse situations, spans of responsibility, and temporal 
extents. The standard view of NDE time pressure as being primarily related to radiation exposure limits is 
too limited; there are a variety of other manifestations and potential impacts. 

One of the main distinctions respondents discussed was the difference between schedule pressure and 
task-time pressure. The former is related to overall outage length and schedule—an industry-wide 
manifestation, as well as specific to utilities, plants, and vendors. Vendors mentioned the need to prepare 
as much as 12 months in advance to ensure that the right people were available, and that schedule 
perturbations of several days at a plant might throw an entire schedule for other plants and utilities into 
disarray. 

Some organizational aspects of time pressure are fixed, such as the outage season. Fluctuations in power 
demand dictate that plants be available for inspection only when demand is lower. This leads to 
competition for inspection resources within a very limited time window, which in turn may lead to 
specific component inspection schedules that create task pressure in terms of work crew scheduling, and 
(potentially) pressure on examiners to quickly complete their tasks. 

Time pressure at the specific inspection task level is more apparent in comments reflecting limitations in 
stay times imposed by health physics, uncertainty on the part of the examiners regarding how long a 
specific procedure may take, and the potential need for additional time to assess indications. Set-up 
requirements or access restrictions may also impose time pressure. 

Other sources of time pressure, whether on the overall schedule or task-specific, include the Outage 
Control Center and peers on the NDE team. Time pressure is generally perceived as a significant 
influence on error potential. 

Selected comments regarding the Time Pressure factor include: 

 Outage length shrinkage creates lots of schedule pressure and narrow time windows for everybody in 
the total inspection. Shortened outage times have meant a lot of work is overlapping (scaffolding – 
insulation/prep – then scanning). One thing goes wrong and there’s a backlog. We are often 
competing for time and space with other contractors. There are time pressures. 

 Time pressure: a dynamic when preparing for exam – switching from one to another, like stopping on 
a basketball court and change directions. Tear your knee. Switching directions is an error precursor. 
Now you need to completely change procedures etc. etc. for example, we have 3 hours left in the day. 

 Time pressure – isn’t always just utility, sometimes it’s within your own group. 
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 There are time pressures and radiation dose limits – what would lead to self-imposed stopping. Bad 
drawings, surface prep, too little time to cover. 

4. Training and Practice: Training and practice is a valuable use of time, although there are 
limited opportunities for entry-level people. There are diverse sources for practice samples 
available, which seems to involve an informal process of use across the industry. 

 Opportunities for more on-the-job training to build practical experience 

 Opportunities for feedback during practice and training 

 Access to samples to practice detecting flaws. 

Training is a requirement mandated by ASME Code Section VII, 4240,Appendix 7-4240. While the Code 
states that 8 hours of continuing training is necessary annually “by examining or by analyzing 
prerecorded data from material or welds containing flaws similar to those encountered during in-service 
examinations,” there is no reasoning provided for why the 8 hour designation is an appropriate amount of 
training. Training and practice are generally perceived as useful and important activities, but examiners 
also expressed a variety of concerns with how training and practice are implemented.  As not much detail 
is provided in this requirement, there is wide latitude for interpreting the requirement, and there is no 
requirement for testing associated with feedback. 

The performance demonstration qualification tests were frequently mentioned in association with training 
opportunities. In particular, respondents discussed the lack of feedback from the performance tests – they 
were relieved when they passed, stressed when they failed, and in neither case was information available 
concerning their performance. One respondent mentioned a time in which performance feedback was 
provided during performance demonstration – although this was an exception, not the general case. There 
was a prevailing sense among the respondents that feedback-oriented practice and training with realistic 
samples is a highly useful activity, but it seemed to be one that was either not widely available or 
systematically applied. 

A key concern expressed was the lack of opportunity for meaningful on-the-job training for entry-level 
personnel. Experience hours gained by performing flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) measurements were 
perceived as fulfilling the requirement for in-service hours, but not necessarily meaningful in relation to 
UT examination of welds. This points to a larger issue of work opportunity availability for current and 
more junior personnel – a general industry challenge. 

Selected comments regarding the Training and Practice factor include: 

 There is hands-on training. Some places have practice samples, then you can get feedback from a 
Level III. It gets you familiar with finding flaws. You can practice at EPRI for a couple days first. 
Practice samples are key. 

 You can borrow IGSCC samples from EPRI for practice. Samples are expensive to make. It’s 
common to share samples. [Utility X] has impressive setup of practice samples – warehouses full of 
them. 

 At utility we had practice samples on site, we would do something similar, three of us had PDI 
qualifications. We would swap them around and grade each other. 

 Examination contractors, go out doing FAC examinations for their experience hours, then send them 
to PDI to see if they get through. A lot of negatives to that. Not being fair to them, not being fair to 
the industry. Some might make it through, but inexperience will be obvious when they get out there. 
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5. Organizational Culture: Organizational culture is manifested in a variety of ways that impact 
the NDE process, including variations across vendors and utilities, within specific organizations, 
differences in tagging, preparing inspection sites, communication, and time pressure. 

 Variations in standards and expectations across organizations (scaffolding, tagging, 
documentation) 

 Variations across organizations in levels of time pressure. 

Organizational culture was reflected in comments showing a diversity of elements for this complex 
concept. Culture is not only a characteristic of utilities, but also vendor organizations. This interplay 
seems to entail relationships between entities and individuals that evolve over time, such that utilities 
develop a comfort-level with certain vendors and their approach to the job and vice-versa. This results in 
preferences for specific examiners (also based on their knowledge and experience of particular 
components), and in some cases a desire of individual examiners to avoid going to particular utilities for 
various reasons such as time pressure, limited support, etc. There are also different cultural expectations 
in relation to safety, e.g., examiners express concern that health physics puts constraints on their process, 
either through time limits or wanting exam durations to be estimated. 

Several comments reflected variations in how utilities and/or sites implemented inspection. The apparent 
lack of standards for scaffold tags, for example, can be confusing to examiners as they move from one 
location to another. This is also apparent in local requirements for safety qualification, in the level of site 
preparation, and in the extent of communication between the site/utility NDE program and the vendor. 
These issues can lead to examinations placing undue demands upon examiners (taking risks to reach 
components that have inadequate scaffolding), and occasionally leading them to prepare for examinations 
that have been delayed by outage control or that require higher-level safety qualifications. 

The most salient dimension of organizational culture across the interviews and focus groups was time 
pressure. A substantial number of comments indicated that examiners perceived utility and site variation 
in time pressure. This can entail limited or no time to document ongoing inspections, push-back from 
supervisors when breaks for hydration are needed, calls from the Outage Control Center to hurry things 
along, and in some cases high-level management intervention when complex indications are being 
evaluated. 

Selected comments regarding the Organizational Culture factor include: 

 Role models for the rest of them – [Vendor X]. Really impressed with them. They aren’t afraid to push 
back, which is really good. But not everyone is as thorough or good culture and teamwork. 

 The jobs differ, and the requirements vary between jobs. There are no set standards for things like 
scaffold tags. Even within plant ownership, different jobs or plants have different issues. Different 
requirements at different plants, different timelines for work, etc. 

 Lots of perceived pressure, are you going to call a crack? Are you not? 

6. Pre-job Preparation: Pre-job preparation supports the inspection vendor by providing the 
opportunity to review requirements with plant NDE personnel, understand specific 
circumstances, and formulate an image of how the examination will proceed. Pre-job 
preparation is a joint activity supported by vendors and utility personnel, and takes place over 
an extended period, culminating in procedure-specific briefs at the plant. 

 Pre-job briefs help mitigate errors before examination takes place 

 Identify obstructions or limitations in coverage 
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 Ensure examiners have adequate time to focus and prepare. 

The task analysis represented the pre-job brief as occurring relatively close in time to the actual inspection 
to be performed—generally on the same day. This is the point at which specific issues of component 
location and conditions are discussed, and issues related to access, coverage, safety, etc. are discussed 
between the inspection team and the plant NDE personnel. Examiners develop a “game plan” or mental 
model of how the examination will proceed, and review their equipment kits to ensure all the material 
they need is assembled. While checklists are not commonly used, they were seen as a potentially good 
addition to the process. 

Pre-job preparation encompasses the specific tasks of calibration, material assembly, and other supporting 
activities. However, the comments make it clear that the most important element of pre-job preparation is 
information exchange between the examination team and the plant NDE personnel. There is a critical role 
for plant personnel for ensuring that the inspection team knows everything there is to know about the 
components and locations to be examined (i.e., the “case history”). 

While the formal pre-job briefing happens on the same day as the specific inspection, some elements of 
vendor pre-job preparation occur well in advance of the team arriving at the plant site—on the order of 
months. This part of vendor pre-job preparation is based on planning and job specification documents 
provided by the utility—which welds need to be inspected, by what specific procedures, etc. This 
organizational element entails preparation at a central vendor site, review by senior personnel, and 
assembly of materials (equipment and documents) to be sent to the site. This is another time point at 
which ambiguities in the job specification plan can be clarified, if necessary. 

 Give the examiner enough time to prepare. Let him read the procedure in a calm environment and see 
if anything is missing from the work package. He needs time to focus on it. 

 There are times when we have saved a trip back to the office due to the pre-job briefs. Things that 
were remembered. Reminded. 

 Pre-job briefing, one of most critical items. Years ago we thought it wasn’t important, but it’s one of 
the best things we do and one of the best things to come out of human performance initiative. 

7. Knowledge and Experience: Knowledge and experience  are often defined in the NDE 
occupation more in terms of on-the-job NDE experience rather than specific procedural or 
classroom training.  On-the job knowledge and experience are key elements in utility planning 
and vendor team composition. 

 Difference between being qualified and being experienced 

 Examiners with practical experience preferred for more complex and more stressful 
examinations. 

The previous discussion of training illustrated the value placed upon practical experience with samples 
and the ability to provide and receive feedback on performance. The Knowledge and Experience factor is 
similarly related to practical application of classroom-based information. Training and the appropriate 
knowledge base are seen as a prerequisite that is shaped by application in a range of plant environments. 

A number of respondents who were either current utility employees or who had served as utility NDE 
personnel, stressed the importance of assembling vendor teams in which they had confidence. This 
confidence comes largely from prior experience with specific individuals on the vendor staff, and an 
understanding by the utility personnel as to the level of experience the vendor staff has with particular 
components, plant designs, procedures, etc. In this sense, knowledge and experience is both a 
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characteristic of the examiners, but also a “meta-cognitive” element used by utility planners, i.e., the 
utility planners “know what the vendor knows” – and they use this information in requesting staff to 
perform inspections. Due to limited numbers of available personnel and the time compression of 
inspections, competition for personnel can occur. 

At the level of the vendor team, respondents discussed their practice of pairing experienced with 
relatively junior staff in order to provide practical learning opportunities. In particular, long and complex 
procedures require interpretation and guidance for those PDI-qualified examiners who may be relatively 
new and have not conducted very many such examinations. Knowledge and experience also extends to 
less specific examination aspects, and includes such facets as knowing where you are going in a plant 
(“first couple of years were a total blur”), and how to avoid dangerous situations such as dehydration and 
heat stroke. 

Selected comments regarding the Knowledge and Experience factor include: 

 Usually the inexperienced are paired with the experienced. I can pretty much go into any PWR and 
know where I’m going. 

 You have to have a basic knowledge of the inspection process prior to reading the procedure, and 
even then you might have to work with a peer to understand the intent. 

 Experience leads to confidence. You have to know the process. Going to the same plant multiple times 
and plants that you’re familiar with helps build confidence. 

 The first couple of years were a total blur – too much to take in – NDE does not necessarily educate 
about the components and operation of nuclear power plants. This is what you learn through 
experience. 

8. Workload/Stress/Fatigue: Workload, stress, and fatigue are related factors, and can result from 
over-scheduling, rapid changes in planned activities, excessive down-time, or excessive work 
hours. 

 Distraction or information overload from external sources during examination 

 Excessive waiting for access when prepared for examination 

 Overload from performing multiple examinations without adequate time for documentation 

 Last-minute changes or hand-offs disrupt preparation activities. 

The workload/stress/fatigue comments address the pace, duration, and intensity of examination 
assignments or shifts. This factor represents more than time pressure, although there are elements of time 
pressure associated with it. The human factors literature shows that workload, stress, and fatigue are 
generally associated with problems of attention. Lapses of attention can lead to errors in inspection or 
physical safety issues. 

Most of the comments coded for this factor reflected the complexity of ongoing ISI during outages. 
Changes in planned activities due to unanticipated issues with a component, for example, may cancel or 
delay an inspection for a crew that is all ready to enter the protected area – calibrations have been 
performed, materials are assembled, protective gear put on, etc. Alternatively, additional scope may be 
added to a planned inspection in a specific area of the plant. As described previously in the discussion of 
pre-job preparation, inspection teams like to develop a mental model of what they will be doing upon 
entering the protected area; last-minute changes in scope, delays, or cancellations can adversely affect this 
mental model and potentially reduce or distract attention from the previously intended activity. 
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Alternatively, delays may require complex hand-offs between shifts, which is a well-known source of 
error. 

Several respondents noted the complex and rapid array of information inputs that inspection teams receive 
when they are performing an examination, such as health physics talking to them, radiation pagers 
beeping, complex access requirements, and communication with team members. This type of information 
overload can lead to attentional narrowing or task-shedding, with the consequence that key aspects of the 
task at hand may be performed less accurately. Documentation of potential indications, for example, is 
likely to suffer if there is considerable pressure to wrap up and get out.  In addition, often examiners are 
tasked with doing multiple exams on different types of welds that require different procedures, creating 
another instance of information overload. 

The opposite effect of information overload is task underload – this was mentioned by a number of 
respondents in terms of “waiting around” to do a relatively simple, short duration inspection. It was clear 
that examiners prefer to get in to the protected area relatively quickly, once the inspection game plan is 
set, and that various delays associated with health physics or other procedures being performed are 
perceived as detracting from quality performance. 

Selected comments regarding the Workload, Stress and Fatigue factor include: 

 We have 3 hours left in the day. As the lead, I will decide if we need to take a break and send to night 
shift instead. This is an error precursor situation. 

 DM welds – very complex, can be huge dose, environment is horrible to work in with radiation and 
other stressors, you have to have someone experienced with handling the TLD beeping, HP yelling at 
you how much longer, it would be hard for someone with just a few years of experience to ignore that 
and do what you need to do. 

 I was given a task with a CS weld, a SS weld, MP, PT, and told to do what I can. There was too much 
given to do at once, 3–4 different procedures – piling on of different inspections on single component 
– they say this is a huge error trap. Muddles mindset. “…while you’re in there...,” “when you walk 
past that, do VT too.” 

 An examiner can be suited up with extensive radiation protection gear then not be able to do the 
exam. This plays with his head. There are lots of barriers that can impact quality. They can sit in a 
rad suit for hours before being able to go in. 

 Working long hours can lead to errors. We had a guy who measured the wrong side of the weld. It 
was due to fatigue, but it affected a critical path activity. 

9. Motivation/Attitude/Personality: The characteristics of the person are considered an important 
element of overall job performance in relation to flexibility, variability of circumstances, and 
ensuring confidence in results. 

 Ability to adapt in stressful and uncertain conditions 

Individuals vary in what motivates them, their general attitudes toward specific situations, and in various 
personality factors that determine how they respond on the job. These elements are pieces of a complex 
combination of external (situational) and internal (psychological) variables that can influence NDE 
quality. 

The preponderance of comments about this factor tended to address the need for flexibility in adapting to 
unforeseen circumstances. The specific conditions encountered at the weld, complexities of access, time 
constraints, and many other external variables, were mentioned as frequently changing. The comments 
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implied that the ability to “have your head in the game” regardless of changing circumstances is very 
important. 

Elements of personality were also discussed, both in terms of working with others (this also affects team 
cohesion), and in dealing with a range of other people. Confidence in examination results was mentioned 
a number of times—the need to consciously ensure that the procedure is properly carried out (a self-
check), to take the time necessary to fully evaluate findings—including validation with other team 
members, and to avoid being pressured into premature conclusions. Comments from supervisory 
personnel also suggested that they try to assess NDE examiners to ensure that they are not distracted by 
various situational issues—either on the job, or of a personal nature, so that the examiner’s attention is 
clearly focused. 

Selected comments regarding the Motivation/Attitude/Personality factor include: 

 You never know how long you’ll be there – even jobwise. Roll with it. You come to the day, starting 
off, not really even sure what’s going on for the day. 

 Personality has to be right, interpersonal skills to navigate your way through the plant. There are 
bossy HPs, easygoing HPs, you have to be flexible. Things change from hour to hour, have to be 
willing to adapt. 

 Personality comes up a lot to me. Being able to work in a stressful location, stressful environment. 

 Getting ready for an exam, mentally and physically, then not getting to do it. Getting ramped up, then 
there is no work. 

10. Team Coordination: Team coordination is a key element of performing a UT scan, and includes 
planning team composition, interactions at the inspection site, and peer-check on scan 
completion and interpretation. 

 Working in pairs provides opportunity to peer-check examination process 

 Two qualified examiners provide more flexibility in difficult environments. 

Teamwork is perceived as an essential aspect of manual UT examination. Comments indicated that UT 
examiners are nearly always paired. It is less certain what the composition of the team will be. A number 
of respondents indicated that they preferred to have a team mate who is identically qualified on the 
procedure to be performed; this facilitates conducting the examination, allows the examiner to discuss 
findings with a peer who has the same basic knowledge, and also to support one another in terms of 
sequencing of activities and equipment that may be needed. Whether the team is composed of identically 
qualified technicians seems to be an issue involving utility preference (cost is an issue), the need to train 
more junior people, and the availability of another qualified technician for a specific examination. 

The dynamic process of team coordination was mentioned by respondents. This includes a double-check 
on component ID and location, planning how to communicate in a noisy environment, which sides of a 
component will be scanned by whom, responsibility for documenting, and where each person should be 
located based on ALARA consideration. Coordination also occurs in the immediate follow-up to an 
examination, both while still at the component location through use of the indication flow chart, and 
subsequently to discuss likely and alternative explanations of findings, and when to engage the customer. 

Selected comments regarding the Team Coordination factor include: 

 Going in pairs with another PDI technician. Ability to have partner to bounce things off. Good work 
order, revised procedures – these make job easier. Some places don’t want you to have this. 
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 It is ideal to have other person identically qualified [i.e., same PDI qualifications and experience 
level]. They can hand things to you, but also anticipate….can compare notes, can do two sides if 
access is problem. 

 In the field, at a minimum you need another person. Once person has couplant all over their hands, 
wouldn’t be efficient if he had to be notetaking/writing too. 

 I like for my helper to do an independent ID on his own, to make sure I am on the right weld. He will 
look for same valve, or compare configuration to drawing. Helper will independently double check 
me. 

 We will have talked about how the exam will proceed back at the staging area. I want you to have this 
transducer ready for me, recording the readings. 

 Physical environment with radiation, sometimes dose is so high helper can’t be right with you. Can 
be more challenging to relay information, he can’t see what I’m doing, and communication can be 
difficult. If smart you have him prepared for what you’re doing. 

11. Task Complexity: Task complexity in NDE is composed of ambiguous situations related to 
performing the exam, circumstances where a greater number of variables are addressed, and 
more detailed interpretation is required. 

 More complex examinations require different skills and more demanding documentation 

 Lack of data about welds add to complexity. 

The task complexity factor is essentially concerned with issues of ambiguity and special or emergent 
circumstances that involve multiple interacting variables such as weld profile and thickness changes over 
time, aging effects, special sequencing or equipment, etc. Additionally, certain types of procedures, such 
as DM welds, are perceived as more complex than others. This performance influencing factor is usually 
related to other comments and factors, such as workload/stress/fatigue, time pressure, and utility planning. 
In a psychological sense, task complexity introduces additional cognitive demands, and is thus a potential 
source of error. 

Complexity can occur during identification of component and location within the plant. As discussed 
above, verifying component ID is a key aspect of the Examiner Process, and specific determination of that 
ID is sometimes ambiguous. In the absence of clearly marked labels, examiners resort to isometric 
drawings, which require significant mental manipulation to correctly interpret. 

Task execution complexity occurs on the basis of physical access—reach, component handling, the need 
to visualize in blind scanning situations, and to focus on the scanning task while multiple demands upon 
attention are being made. These physical encumbrances can distract an examiner from the scanning tasks, 
and require focused attention to overcome, while simultaneously addressing the physical requirements of 
the situation. 

A frequently mentioned source of task complexity is a difference in work package planning documents, 
and the characteristics of the component at the inspection site. This might involve a poor weld profile, 
echo returns not as expected, a thinner material than expected, and component changes that had not been 
properly documented. This type of situation requires adaptation (see discussion above), and potentially re-
specifying the exam with different procedure and equipment. 

Selected comments regarding the Task Complexity factor include: 

 In absence of a valve or label, have to interpret based on isometrics. That can be challenging. 
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 [real-life] miserable, have a respirator, all these people are talking to you, can you move, do this? 

 [at the site] A lot of different procedures. There’s a lot more on your mind. 

 Sometimes ask for, back in preparation at the office, they will send us drawings, they won’t have a 
profile, thickness, and contour, we are going by nominals and will pick our transducers according to 
nominals. But then find out that when thing welded in to place, not the same as the specs, thinner, so 
throws us into another category for the required transducers. 

12. Physical Environment: The physical environment presents numerous challenges to NDE exam 
quality, foremost being radiation and component accessibility, which are considered in 
planning and influence execution. 

 Cumulative dose can lead to loss of work 

 High radiation areas add to mental distraction 

 Access can affect how well an exam is performed. 

Aspects of the physical environment in which an NDE examination takes place are considered an 
important influence upon the quality of the process. In particular, radiation and access to the component 
are variables that routinely affect the personnel involved, and are thus considered in the planning process 
by the utility and vendors. 

The issue of cumulative dose on an annual basis was mentioned several times as an element in personnel 
selection; how much dose they have received at this point in the year, and likely dose for a particular set 
of inspections. Respondents discussed the potential for not being selected, due to cumulative dose early in 
the annual cycle, and how this could lead to problems of work continuity, particularly for contract 
personnel. 

During the execution of an examination, radiation affects performance in several ways. First, it is a factor 
that is on the mind of the examiner—time constraints related to exposure limits can affect the process of 
conducting the exam. The effect may be simply where members of the team stand, or more complex, such 
as team scanning. In either case, radiation adds another cognitive element to the task. Next, radiation can 
influence the specific physical activities carried out by the examiner—in the heat, with sweat dripping and 
glasses fogging, radiation exposure limits the ability to mitigate these problems—touching of the face or 
mopping the brow cannot be done. Finally, the directions that are sometimes given by radio from health 
physics requesting changes in position can distract the examiner from the inspection task (see above 
under Workload, Stress, and Fatigue). 

The other major element of physical environment that was mentioned by respondents repeatedly was 
accessibility of the component to be inspected. Planners and vendors both want to have a mental picture 
of the inspection site, and the assignment of specific examiners is sometimes based on how well a 
particular individual can get into a space. This also influences assignment of people to inspections 
involving heights. Reach constrictions can limit examination coverage, as discussed above. Finally, 
simply getting to the component to be inspected involves dose, and issues with ambiguous location or 
other inspection surface problems can increase exposure time as these problems are worked out in real-
time. 

Selected comments regarding the Physical Environment factor include: 

 Dose? Definitely impacts the process. That’s something that should be discussed up front as a team. 
Before you even go in the plant. 
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 Everyone is down to 2 REM a year, but that really means 1500 mrem, they are not going to pick you 
to go on an outage, special approvals above 1500 mrem. Big influence on contractors – supplemental 
staff. Guys who between outages collect unemployment or do something different. The yearly dose 
can affect whether they are selected for a job. 

 Seeing scope can be tricky, sweat dripping on glasses. Can’t touch your face, don’t want to ingest 
radioactive materials. 

 Accessibility of the component—this is huge. When you go out there, paint me a picture, I want to 
know all about it before I go, is it tight? That way you know who to send, some of the big guys are 
harder to get in there, well he can’t get in there, or older guy. Because at this stage, you know the 
area, then you can ask for the right guy, with the right certification. 

 Access can affect how well you perform your scan. 

13. Supervision: Supervision by utility and vendor reflects the organization of oversight with 
regard to evaluating and reporting indications, and providing a buffering layer between the rest 
of the plant and the examiners. 

 Supervision as buffer between examiners and non-NDE groups (e.g., Outage Control Center). 

The individual examiner works in an organized system of personnel who are responsible for the 
management aspects of inspection. Most of the comments reflected the role of vendor UT Level III and 
utility program owners (also UT Level IIIs). The process of handling indications, in particular, engages 
the vendor UT Level III as a first step in assessment. It is generally the case that the vendor team 
discusses findings within their own group; this was shown in the discussion of Examiner Process (“Keep 
information to ourselves. People will ask what did you see. We say still evaluating.”) After completing 
the internal team evaluation, or possibly as part of it, the vendor will engage the utility personnel. When 
and how this happens seems to depend on working relationships; if there is experience and familiarity on 
both vendor and utility sides, it is a more collegial engagement. Alternatively, issues of organizational 
culture and time pressure may entail a more circumspect approach to control potential rumors, and to 
avoid additional pressure. 

Supervision also entails a buffering function by insulating the NDE examiners from higher layers of plant 
and utility management. This serves to both reduce the spread of potentially inaccurate information, but 
also to give the NDE team time to perform proper evaluation, by discussing findings, obtaining other 
NDE results such as radiography, and potentially taking other team members back to the component for 
re-scanning. This insulation is also related to the general organizational culture, and is sometimes not 
successful.  

Selected comments regarding the Supervision factor include: 

 It is up to the UT Level III, every site says, if you have anything, bring it to us, and let the Level IIIs 
assess it before reporting/telling anyone. 

 Before you get your paperwork done, you come out with notes on what you got. You’ve done your cal 
out. Go to Level III and tell them you may have an indication. He gives you 50 questions. What did 
you see, how did you see it? Why don’t you go back and use this and if all your answers are correct 
maybe he wants to go with you. 

 Level IIIs tend to buffer between examiner and Outage Control Center/higher management. But the 
time pressures can come through (the Level IIIs when they’re trying to keep calm) and impact 
examiners. 
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 Had the director of engineering sitting in office tapping his fingers, gave engineer in office 10 
minutes to do the analysis and figure out whether the indications were acceptable and what to do 
about it. He was counting down the time, and saying in 10 minutes he would elevate the problem. 

14. Vendor-Utility Interactions: Interactions between the vendor and utility in the planning process 
facilitates preparation and examiner assignments. 

 Early and frequent communications between vendor and utility improves planning. 

The recurring theme in comments regarding vendor-utility interactions concerned the planning process. 
Being able to access drawings, pictures, and having a dialogue with plant NDE personnel is considered 
valuable in developing bids, selecting examiners, and generally understanding the scope of a specific set 
of plant inspections. Early arrival of the inspection team also permits general orientation regarding 
reporting templates and specific safety expectations. Comments from both vendors and utilities suggest 
that scheduling is a very dynamic process, with frequent changes, implying that frequent communication 
can help to anticipate. 

Other aspects of vendor-utility interactions, such as communication, reporting processes, time pressure, 
culture, and supervision, were discussed individually within each respective performance influencing 
factor. 

Selected comments regarding the Vendor-Utility Interactions factor include: 

 In the jobs I’ve run, I’ve already reviewed the jobs for the next one, because it’s a lot easier to get 
access to the documents while you are still on site. 

 A lot more interaction than used to be. Today most utilities will bring in vendor week before, 
processing and get prepared. Most recent example at [Utility X], thermal fatigue examinations, we 
practiced on it and got blind results, graded acceptable/unacceptable. We weren’t rushed right into 
examinations. Paid dividends because found flaw that required overlay. Time invested wisely. 

 We have to draw up welds, see where exam area is based on ASME Code, and determine what kind of 
coverage going to be able to get. Call them up, do you have any pictures. Brackets, hangers, other 
things in the way. Example, pipe offset in an opening, we know opening is 3–4 ft., plenty of room, but 
get there and it’s only 2–3 inches off one wall. 

15. Industry Challenges: The principal industry challenge is an imbalance between inspection 
needs and the available workforce, and the ability to develop new personnel due to limited 
experience opportunities. 

 Decreasing work opportunities 

 Limited number of highly experienced examiners. 

The general theme suggested by comments related to industry challenges is one of limitations. There are a 
limited number of highly experienced personnel that utilities are confident in, while at the same time 
work opportunities are becoming sparser. This results in competition for work and for examiners, and in 
neither case does it provide enough opportunity for entry-level personnel to obtain sufficient practical 
experience. While FAC inspections are accepted for experience hours according to Code, the general 
sense among UT Level IIIs is that they are not appropriate for learning the trade. 

The limited number of more junior personnel entering the field due to work reductions and experience 
limitations tends to reinforce competition among utilities for the very seasoned examiners—it is a self-
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perpetuating issue. This was discussed above in relation to the Knowledge and Experience factor, where 
the focus concerned the need for practical experience working with veteran examiners. 

Selected comments regarding the Industry Challenges factor include: 

 There are not a lot of new guys coming into the field. 

 Shortened outages bother some examiners, because they want more work and less moving around 
from site-to-site. Some are on site for 2 weeks or less. 

 The PDI guys have a lot of qualifications to do, but they’re lucky to get a couple weeks of work in. 
This is becoming a larger problem, because there is less and less work. QC people have longer work 
periods, but UT guys have less work, and we struggle to get them hours. This is happening industry 
wide. NDE techs are moving to QC because they can get more hours and get paid more. The techs 
are not making enough money. We like to get guys who have permanent work (are on payroll year 
round), but there are not many of them. You can’t make a living just doing nuclear in UT. 

6.3 Additional Findings 

In addition to the theory-based approach of identifying factors in the interview data that influence 
performance, content analysis identified themes in the data related to the specific questions asked of 
participants and other variables of interest (e.g., certification level). The structured interview protocol 
included questions about the relative importance of tasks within each function. Several questions solicited 
information about perceived differences between performance demonstration and field performance of 
manual UT. Each interviewee was also asked about critical decisions—times at which their skills made a 
specific difference in outcome. The research team also examined the data for themes in responses by 
certification Level (II or III) and employment by vendor or utility. The following subsections discuss 
these additional findings. 

6.3.1 Themes within Functions  

This section discusses analysis of the interviews in terms of the questions of task importance and primary 
performance influencing factors for each of the four functions (planning, preparing, conducting, and 
reporting). Across all functions discussed, all interviewees said that all tasks were equally important; that 
if one thing went wrong in any of the tasks, it affected all others. This is a reasonable response in a work 
situation where the tasks are sequential. Nonetheless, interviewees were asked to make a choice as to 
which task, in their experience, seemed to require the most critical attention—recognizing that they were 
all important to the eventual accomplishment of the inspection. This mode of questioning did yield 
responses that suggested varying task priority. 

Discussion of the performance influencing factors was more free-ranging, with some interviewees 
addressing each individually, sometimes providing illustrations. In other instances, an interviewee might 
focus on one or two performance influencing factors that had particular salience for them in the functions 
and tasks being discussed. In the following discussion, specifically named performance influencing 
factors are sometimes identified, whereas in other instances, the specific circumstances affecting the 
function/task are described. 

Planning Examination: For the Planning Examination function, there was agreement across 
interviewees that developing the inspection requirements properly was highly important. Without proper 
requirements at the beginning, the remaining functions and tasks would be of little value. Elaboration of 
this point indicated that knowledge of operating experience, good plant and component drawings, 
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specification of equipment to ensure availability, and well-structured work packages were important in 
specifying inspection requirements for the vendor. It was also stressed that getting the right people for the 
job was a key aspect, and that sufficient lead time to accomplish planning led to better inspection 
requirements. 

The performance influencing factors most affecting the Planning Examination function appeared to reflect 
a perspective of inspection vendors who had encountered surprises at the weld. Examples include missing 
data in the work package (utility planning) and obstructions that were not noted (accessibility of 
component). The utility NDE planner perspective was reflected in comments indicating a desire to focus 
the examinations in a limited area (radiation exposure), getting examiners with knowledge of the plant 
and component (knowledge and experience), and schedule compression affecting the ability to get the 
right people for the job (time pressure). 

Preparing for Examination: The Preparing for Examination function showed general consensus that the 
pre-job briefing and calibration were the most important tasks. Missed information in the briefing, or 
erroneous calibration, would have considerable “downstream” consequences on conducting the 
examination. Of the two tasks, it appeared from the interviews that pre-job briefings were considered 
more important, because calibration is more of a skill-based procedure under the control of the individual 
examiner. Pre-job briefings, however, are affected by numerous other sources of variance: the skill and 
experience of the site NDE lead responsible for the briefing, the quality of the planning documents 
leading up to the pre-job briefing, and the overall pace of work established by the site. 

Discussions of performance influencing factors within the Preparing for Examination function showed 
more variability than the Planning Function. Numerous factors were mentioned, including erroneous 
planning information, time pressure, complex procedures, and lack of experienced personnel. The 
influencing circumstance that tended to recur in this portion of the interview was the examiner finding a 
different configuration at the component than was described in the pre-job briefing, and presumably what 
they had prepared for in terms of equipment and calibration. This result shows the inherent difficulty in 
trying to isolate “important” or “critical” tasks and/or factors in the ongoing flow of sequential work; poor 
or erroneous information in the planning process is perpetuated into the pre-job briefing, which can then 
affect circumstances at the weld. 

Conducting Examination: In the Conducting Examination function, there was complete consensus that 
verifying conditions at the weld was the most important task. This finding reflects earlier comments that 
erroneous or incomplete planning information can adversely affect the quality of the examination. The 
finding also reflects a focus on sources of variability that are outside the examiner’s direct control. 
Performing the scan by manipulating the probe and interpreting signals is a skill-based activity, dependent 
on the examiner. Conditions at the weld and their descriptions in the work package are based on 
numerous utility planning inputs, which the examiner wants to ensure are correct prior to conducting the 
scan. 

The performance influencing factors mentioned most often for the Conducting Examination function were 
the weld profile or condition not being as expected, the physical environment in which the scan is 
performed, and general issues of component access. Differences in planned versus actual weld profile can 
potentially disrupt an examination due to the need for better surface preparation. Alternatively, limited 
examinations or use of different probes may be warranted. The ability to access the component can affect 
both examination coverage and the complexity of conducting the scan – how the body is positioned, how 
and when notes are taken, and how examiners share scanning subtasks. 

Reporting Examination Results: In the Reporting Examination Results function, the most frequently 
mentioned task was the debriefing with the NDE team. This interacts with the Organizational Culture 
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factor, so these will be discussed together. The qualitative aspect of reporting involves who is debriefed 
and when. Vendor interviewees indicated that they had the practice of discussing potential indications 
among their own team, initially, prior to engaging the utility NDE leads. This can vary from site to site, 
depending on working relationships and organizational culture. Procedurally, there was consensus that the 
EPRI flowchartc is a very useful tool for evaluating indications, and provides a structure for subsequent 
decisions, e.g., whether to request radiography images, or to have another team perform a scan. The utility 
NDE lead perspective on Reporting Examination Results indicates that they want to be involved in 
reviewing any indications, and potentially doing a re-scan themselves. It was also clear that the utility 
NDE leads want to keep information about indications relatively close until there is some diagnostic 
clarity. This is for purposes of limiting the spread of erroneous information (rumor control), and avoiding 
intervention from the Outage Control Center when it may be unnecessary. 

6.3.2 Examiner Level and Background 

The experience and level of the examiners interviewed appeared to yield minor differences in comments, 
with the UT Level IIs being more focused on task-specific issues of performing the examination, and the 
UT Level IIIs reflecting more of a supervisory set of concerns. This difference appeared primarily in the 
focus group discussions about task importance: the UT Level IIs addressed issues related to proper 
transducers, drawings, and qualifications; the UT Level IIIs stressed procedure adherence, planning, pre-
job briefing, and plant indoctrination and training. These differences are fairly small, however, and what 
is more noteworthy is the general consistency of responses across the personnel with considerably 
different levels of experience. The importance of practical experience in building knowledge was 
reflected in a variety of comments from both levels, as was the desirability of pairing examiners in teams 
with identical qualifications or complementary knowledge (theme #7 above). The other themes discussed 
in Section 6.2.1 reasonably capture the perspectives across qualifications and years of experience. 

Although there were more vendor-employed examiners than utility-employed examiners in our sample, 
many of the vendor examiners had assisted with or had performed as a principal in the various utility 
NDE functions and tasks. Several vendor examiners had been employed for varying periods on the utility 
side, as well. A key factor in the vendor-utility perspective is the organizational culture and team cohesion 
developed among the constituent parties. The basic issue is the extent to which the inspection process is 
considered a team effort shared across vendor-utility boundaries, i.e., collegial, versus a situation that has 
more adversarial potential, e.g., micro-managing by the Outage Control Center, time pressure, poor 
communication of scope changes, etc. A clearly shared perspective was that of endeavoring to get the 
right people for specific inspections (this is an issue for utilities, which develop preferred relationships 
with vendors) and specific people, and for the vendors who want to match examiner skill and experience 
with specific job requirements. 

6.3.3 Critical Decisions 

The critical decision question (“Can you think of a time when your skills were challenged, or really made 
a difference? What made the situation more challenging?”) did not yield much consistency across the 
interviewees. Most tended to recall specifically difficult inspection circumstances early in their careers, 
related either to access or technical complexity, or to organizational issues. Several examiners mentioned 
circumstances in which they called an indication as a flaw, and how feeling confident in their decisions 

                                                      
c The EPRI flowchart refers to the Indication Evaluation Flowchart found in various EPRI NDE procedures. See for 
example Figure 6 on page 32 of PDI General Procedure for the Ultrasonic Examination of Ferritic Pipe Welds. 
PDI-UT-1, Revision D, 4/12/2007, Performance Demonstration Initiative. 
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was important in the face of prevailing pressures against finding cracks. These events also illustrated that 
calling an indication a flaw was not necessarily a solo activity; other tests and personnel were involved. 

Although the critical decision method is a standard tool in human factors research, the small sample size 
and infrequency of flaws in weld inspection resulted in a very limited base from which incidents or events 
could be assessed. Research in domains where critical decision frequency is much higher—as in reading 
indicators in aircraft or evaluating complex displays in control rooms—tends to yield more productive 
results with this method. The effective use of the critical decision method in human factors NDE research 
will likely require a larger sample size, and better framing of the situations to which it applies, so that 
interviewees will consider a wider range of situations. 

6.3.4 Performance Demonstration Compared to Field Conditions 

Performance demonstration qualification was generally perceived as a requirement for professional 
advancement; without it, there would be fewer work opportunities. One interviewee also repeated the 
basic rationale for performance demonstration testing—that it weeds out the minimally competent. 
Several interviewees expressed the concern that even with performance demonstration qualification, an 
examiner with little field experience should not be assigned to a more complex inspection, such as a DM 
weld, without oversight by a more experienced examiner. Additionally, there was widespread concern 
among more senior examiners that using field experience such as FAC measurements to gain the 
necessary hours for certification prior to performance demonstration was a disservice to the candidate. 

Interviewees generally considered performance demonstration testing to be a stressful experience, more 
so than working in the field. One selected quote is captured below: 

 Biggest difference is when you are taking a test, obviously a certain stress level with taking tests, to 
me there is more pressure when taking the test vs. more relaxed in the field. 

Examiners frequently mentioned the physical environment as a primary difference between performance 
demonstration testing and performing manual UT in the field. There was also a sense that working in the 
field provided more resources for evaluating components and reaching conclusions. Illustrative quotes 
include: 

 [PDI is]…cool, comfortable room. Everything is desk height, and comfortable as opposed to in the 
field, there are more physical challenges, bending. 

 Basically doing pipe section on a cart, scanning at waist height. Optimum conditions. Not wearing 
cotton gloves, 1–2 pairs of rubber gloves. 

 The work environment is different. There is less pressure in the field, and access to previous data and 
RT data can help. In the field, examiners can get help, but at PDI you can’t ask for help. 

 Tough to scan for 8 hours solid, when EPRI is only open 9 hours. An hour for lunch. Brain is mush. 

 In the field have availability of two heads, radiography, can use a variety of tools to help confirm 
findings. If examiners have problems with environmental conditions, plant Level IIIs try to mitigate. 
Field work has many more resources available for examiners than PDI. 

The themes described above provide insights into how the field and performance demonstration are 
different. The comments from interviewees also suggest that, generally, a better linkage between testing 
and training would be desirable: provision of feedback on practice samples, a more realistic distribution 
of flaws versus clean samples, simulation of other field conditions such as group evaluation, and a more 
clearly defined roadmap for addressing qualification failure.  These comments are useful in that they can 
help identify pain points for examiners in both testing and the field. Whether the pain points need to be 
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addressed, and in what way, should be a topic for consideration among the relevant stakeholders (e.g., 
utilities, vendors, regulators) as there may be opportunities for improvements. 

6.4 Summary of Results 

The information gathered from the examiner interviews and focus groups was used to refine the models of 
the manual UT work process and performance influencing factors. The final model of the manual UT 
work process consisted of 4 high-level functions (Plan, Prepare, Conduct, and Report), involving 27 tasks 
and 59 subtasks. The final model of performance influencing factors comprised 24 variables that clustered 
into 5 categories (Task Characteristics, Individual Differences, Group Characteristics, Physical 
Environment, and Organizational Factors). 

The content analysis yielded 508 individually categorized blocks of text, including blocks of text that 
were coded as relating to multiple factors. Themes in the interview data were identified based on the 
performance influencing factors that were mentioned most frequently and within the majority of interview 
transcripts. Fifteen of the 24 factors were frequently mentioned by examiners, in various ways, as 
influencing performance. The frequency of comment occurrence most likely reflects factors that 
respondents most easily recall because of their job role. Frequency of comment occurrence should also be 
viewed as a potential indicator of where the respondents saw the most issues.  

Table 7 presents the final list of performance influencing factors and associated dimensions that were 
identified as themes in the data analysis. 

The general pattern emerging from the content analysis is the relative importance of organizational 
functions and tasks such as planning and preparation on operational functions and tasks such as 
conducting the examination, interpreting data, and reporting results. Manual UT inspection is portrayed as 
a series of interacting activities, with multiple barriers to error, as well as multiple opportunities to catch 
errors before they occur. The work of not only the individual examiner, but also planners, support staff, 
and supervisory personnel is important for ensuring reliability. 

Analysis of data in terms of specific interview questions reinforced the importance of the planning 
function discerned in the themes, and the importance of examiner review of work package material and 
specific conditions at the inspection site. Discussion of performance demonstration emphasized the 
general lack of feedback from testing and artificiality of the test environment. Comments were generally 
consistent across UT Level II and III personnel. 
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Table 7. Manual UT Performance Influencing Factors and Dimensions Based on Themes from 
Examiner Interviews 

Performance Influencing Factor Dimensions 

1. Utility Planning  Completeness and accuracy of work package 
 Adequate preparation of component prior to exam (scaffolding, insulation 

removal, surface preparation) 
 Adequate planning up front to reduce surprises or last minute changes 

2. Examiner Process  Maintaining awareness of situations where conditions do not match 
expectations 

 Developing mental model of job to be done 

3. Time Pressure  Outage schedule constraints and last-minute changes increase time 
pressure 

 Concerns about radiation dose limits increase time pressure 
 Analysis of indications may require more time than planned 

4. Training  Opportunities for more on-the-job training to build practical experience 
 Opportunities for feedback during practice and training 
 Access to samples to practice detecting flaws 

5. Organizational Culture  Variations in standards and expectations across organizations (scaffolding, 
tagging, documentation) 

 Variations across organizations in levels of time pressure 

6. Pre-job Preparation  Pre-job briefs help mitigate errors before exam takes place 
 Ensure examiners have adequate time to focus and prepare 
 Identify obstructions or limitations in coverage 

7. Knowledge/Experience  Difference between being qualified and being experienced 
 Examiners with practical experience preferred for more complex and more 

stressful examinations 

8. Workload/Stress/Fatigue  Distraction or information overload from external sources during 
examination 

 Excessive waiting for access when prepared for examination 
 Overload from performing multiple examinations without adequate time 

for documentation 
 Last minute changes or hand-offs disrupt preparation activities 

9. Motivation/Attitude/ 
Personality 

 Ability to adapt in stressful and uncertain conditions 

10. Team Coordination  Working in pairs provides opportunity to peer check examination process 
 Two qualified examiners provide more flexibility in difficult environments 

11. Task Complexity  More complex examinations require different skills and more demanding 
documentation 

 Lack of data about welds add to complexity 

12. Physical Environment  Cumulative dose can lead to loss of work 
 High radiation areas add to mental distraction 
 Access can affect how well an exam is performed 

13. Supervision  Supervision as buffer between examiners and non-NDE groups (e.g., 
Outage Control Center) 

14. Vendor-Utility Interactions  Early and frequent communications between vendor and utility improves 
planning 

15. Industry Challenges  Decreasing work opportunities 
 Limited number of highly experienced examiners 
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7.0 Error Analysis by Function 

The functions represented in the model of the manual UT work process provide a structure for identifying 
areas of error-prone activity and interactions over time. This section presents an analysis of potential 
errors that can arise in the work process. It is based on risk factors described in the human factors research 
literature, operating experience described in several event reports, and specific comments made during the 
examiner interviews and focus groups. 

7.1 Research on Human and Organizational Error 

Various types of error have been the topic of considerable study in human factors engineering for many 
years (Fitts and Jones 1947; Reason 1990; Reason and Hobbs 2003). Early focus on this topic addressed 
error at the level of task execution—as in making wrong control selections, misreading indicators, or 
skipping steps in procedures. Assessment of non-detection errors in industrial inspection tasks (Reason 
and Hobbs 2003) suggest the following classes of error that are focused at the level of task execution: 

 Inspection interrupted before reaching defect 

 Inspection completed but examiner was distracted, preoccupied, tired, or in a hurry 

 Examiner did not expect to find problem in that location 

 One defect located, but adjacent one missed 

 Poor lighting, dirt, grease. 

Additionally, Reason and Hobbs (2003) identify two common sources of error that can cut across 
multiple tasks: 

 Inadequate rest breaks 

 Access to job location unsatisfactory. 

These latter elements reflect how organizational systems can create conditions that contribute to problems 
at the level of individual task performance. Both of these factors were mentioned in the examiner 
interviews regarding organizational factors that influence performance (categorized as Utility Planning). 

The most significant theoretical work concerning performance error is that of Reason (1990). A key 
element of Reason’s theoretical approach is the linkage between the human operator and organizational 
error. The basic concept is that human operators will have lapses of memory or attentiond and latent errors 
within the organizational structure can lead to or exacerbate errors at the individual level.  

At a general level, an error is considered to be a “failure of planned actions to achieve their desired goal, 
where this occurs without some unforeseeable or chance intervention”e (Reason 1990). Two classes of 
error are considered: 

                                                      
d The speed and accuracy of memory and attention are influenced by numerous individual, task, and organizational 
variables, which are documented in the basic human performance research literature. 
e Unforeseeable or chance interventions are circumstances that are outside of the design basis of a particular system. 
A meteor strike would be an example, or natural disasters that occur with increased frequency, such as severe 
weather, for which infrastructure was not originally designed. 
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 The plan of action is appropriate but actions do not go according to plan. Skill-based errors—slips 
(attention) and lapses (memory) can occur at all levels of a system. 

 Actions go as planned, but are inadequate to achieve goal. Knowledge and rule-based mistakes occur 
at the level of formulating a plan of action. 

In a complex work environment, errors are embedded in a local context of organizational variables. The 
effects of slips, lapses, and mistakes can be reduced by various levels of defense, or can be compounded 
by weaknesses inherent in the system. 

7.2 Model of Organizational and Operational Defenses 

The sequential time-based structure of the manual UT work process can be used to create a context-
specific model of how organizational and operational factors (defenses) interact, and further used to show 
error propagation over time, as shown in Figure 6. At the organizational level, NDE reliability is 
addressed through a variety of means, including ASME Codes, utility planning, operator performance 
demonstrations, the design of UT instruments, and the supervision provided by utility and vendor UT 
Level III examiners. Latent errors within this general structure include limitations in code, the need for 
exceptions to code, limited access to practice samples, and ergonomic or usability issues with equipment. 
At the operational level, defenses are more focused with the examiner, and include execution of the 
specific inspection procedure and interpretation of signals on the UT instrument. Immediate performance 
influences include radiation, heat, noise, distraction, accessibility, and time pressure. It should be noted 
that examiners provide a layer of defense well before conducting the actual inspection, which can start as 
early as reviewing job requirements, component history, and during the pre-job briefings. Figure 6 
provides a graphical representation of these multiple interacting elements. 

 

Figure 6. Organizational and Operational Defenses and Error-Inducing Factors in Manual UT 
Inspection and Influence over Time 
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7.3 Review of Selected NDE Operating Experience 

Operating experience and event reports documented in the NRC white paper on Improving Effectiveness 
and Reliability of NDE (NRC 2016) provide several case examples that can be analyzed in terms of the 
model shown in Figure 6. 

A very well-documented reliability issue occurred at North Anna Unit 1, in which a flaw that was not 
detected by manual UT in an inlet hot leg steam generator nozzle DM weld was later detected as a result 
of through-wall leakage. The specific configuration involved an outside-diameter taper that was not 
included in the PDI specimen set; the licensee used a site-specific qualification with open mockups to 
address the configuration. The issues discovered in the event review included: 

 UT probes for the site-specific examination not being tested after receipt by the utility. Subsequent 
testing revealed the impingement angle to be 30 degrees, rather than the 40 degrees indicated by the 
utility. Thus, the UT was not being propogated in the componenet at the angle required for the 
inspection. 

 Modeling showed that the probes were limited in their ability to detect interior-diameter flaws in a 
manual real-time examination. 

 The technical justification for the site-specific mockups allowed extremely wide latitude for PDI 
procedure deviations that essentially “undermines the intent of Appendix VIII to ensure that all 
inspections go through blind performance demonstrations to prove they are effective and robust” 
(Anderson et al. 2012; Anderson et al. 2014). 

 A team scanning approach was used, which is not currently addressed in the ASME Code. 

This event illustrates a confluence of circumstances involving organizational factors of planning and 
procedure qualification that led examiners to believe that their equipment was appropriately selected for 
the inspection. 

At Duane Arnold Unit 1, intergranular stress corrosion crack indications in a recirculation riser safe end-
to-nozzle DM weld were detected in 2007, and through review of prior inspections, were discovered to 
have been present in the 1999 and 2005 inspections. Review of these findings (PNNL 2007) led to a 
number of conclusions about the overall process and procedure, including: 

 Poor coupling of the transducer due to use of gel-type couplant reduced signal quality. 

 The manual probe movement was made in the forward and reverse direction by the examiner to save 
time; this can reduce signal quality. 

 Software limitations on the device precluded “thorough investigation of geometrical and flaw 
responses, and pixilation of the images does not provide adequate resolution for depth-sizing, and in 
some cases, for determining accurate spatial positions of responses. This can make distinguishing 
cracks from geometrical reflectors very challenging” (PNNL 2007). 

 There were indications that the 2005 data were not independently reviewed. 

This event illustrates a range of human factors issues associated with field procedure execution, 
inspection procedure clarity, and equipment design problems. 

A human performance error in utility planning is illustrated by an event at Ginna that was discovered to 
have occurred in 2008. NRC review of documentation submitted by the plant for a site-specific exception 
revealed that an inspection had been performed using a stainless-to-cast austenitic stainless steel (CASS) 
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procedure on a CASS-to-CASS component. Further investigation revealed that the site NDE staff had 
originally populated the ISI list with incorrect information—they had identified the weld incorrectly. The 
vendor reviewed historical data which was based on use of the correct CASS calibration block, but the 
incorrect procedure was performed nonetheless. Post-examination reviews of the weld by the vendor and 
site personnel did not reveal the error. This event illustrates human and process errors at multiple time-
points. The specific procedure execution was correct, but not appropriate for the component examined. 
This appears to be an issue partially related to assuming that information received is correct, and failing to 
notice discrepancies throughout the process. 

An event at Point Beach in 2011 involved NRC inspectors observing an NDE examiner failing to perform 
required additional scans as required by NDE-173 “PDI Generic Procedure for the Ultrasonic 
Examination of Austenitic Piping Welds.” When this oversight was pointed out, the examiner performed 
the additional required scans. The procedure in use was issued as “informational use,” a type of 
designation that allows the examiner to rely on memory, rather than following the specific steps in a 
written procedure in their presence. The procedure was an updated version, and failure to recall the most 
recent steps would be considered a “memory lapse” resulting from informational use procedures. 

These event descriptions collectively show how human performance reliability issues can occur at 
multiple points in time through the planning, preparing, conducting, and reporting functions of manual 
UT.  

7.4 Error Analysis by Manual UT Function 

A broader focus on human performance across the multiple functions within the manual UT work process 
can help to identify areas that can lead to failures to detect, or false calls, in the traditional POD model. 
Human factors theory and research demonstrate that signal detection and interpretation occur in a larger 
context. That larger context can introduce errors upstream or downstream of the actual signal detection 
task (i.e., scanning the weld). This section presents a selective analysis of these potential vulnerabilities 
based on the interview results and other technical documentation. 

The task analysis and examiner interviews were used as a basis for identifying potential errors at each 
stage of the manual UT work process. Errors documented in operating experience, such as those 
discussed in section 7.3, were also used as inputs to the analysis. For instance, flawed inspection 
requirements were present at Ginna (wrong component type entered), procedure steps were not performed 
at Point Beach, incomplete examination coverage occurred at Duane Arnold, and multiple problems were 
combined at North Anna in relation to Code limitations and site-specific exceptions. 

The results of the error analysis are presented in Table 8 as a list of potential errors, precipitating factors, 
and consequences within each of the manual UT functions (Plan, Prepare, Conduct, and Report). For 
example, a potential error during the planning stage of manual UT is that the component to be inspected is 
not properly prepared. A precipitating factor for this error is poor communication with craft specialities 
(e.g., the workers responsible for removing insulation or grinding the weld). The potential consequences 
of this error may include increased workload/stress/fatigue on the examiner, or increased time pressure. 

The error analysis presented in this section is meant to illustrate an approach that might be applied more 
comprehensively across a range of NDE techniques to systematically identify types of organizational and 
operational errors. The list of error types, precipitating factors, and consequences are not exhaustive, and 
at this point should be considered as demonstrating an analytic approach that could be extended. Such an 
extension would need to involve SMEs in the specific NDE techniques of concern and should also focus 
on identifying potential mitigations. 
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Table 8. Potential Error Types, Precipitating Factors, and Consequences for Manual UT 
Functions 

Error Type Selective Precipitating Factors Potential Consequences 

Planning Examination 

Incorrect inspection 
requirements 

Plant drawings wrong Flaw undetected, false positive on wrong 
component, need to re-do exam on proper 
component, additional examiner dose 

Component to be inspected not 
properly prepared 

Poor communication with craft 
specialties 

Increased examiner workload, stress, 
fatigue; time pressure 

Inspection vendor with wrong 
training and certifications 

Wrong requirements, poor 
communication with vendor 

Increased examiner workload, stress, 
fatigue; time pressure 

Schedule conflicts with other 
maintenance procedures 

Over scheduling to reduce outage length Exam delayed, not performed, or time 
pressure upon examiner 

Preparing for Examination 
Incomplete or erroneous pre-
job briefing 

Time pressure, incomplete or inaccurate 
information used in planning 

Conditions or procedure execution not as 
expected 

Need to repeat calibration Incorrect file recalled on instrument, 
new shift, temperature change 

Increased examiner workload, stress, 
fatigue; time pressure 

Material left behind (e.g., 
probes, etc.) 

Memory lapse, incomplete pre-job 
briefing 

Need to exit exam area to retrieve 
necessary items, exam delayed, time 
pressure 

Excessive wait time to enter 
controlled area 

Over-scheduling other work in same 
area; many other crew in HP area 

Inefficient use of examiner time, fatigue, 
delay of other procedures 

Conducting Examination 

Wrong component examined Work package error, wrong drawings, 
prepped wrong component 

Flaw undetected, false positive on wrong 
component, need to re-do exam on proper 
component, additional examiner dose 

More time required at pipe 
than planned 

Surface conditions poor, undocumented 
accessibility problems 

Stop exam, re-surface, do exam with 
limitations, additional dose, time pressure 

Incomplete exam coverage Obstructions, surface prep Flaw undetected 

Erroneous data recording Noise, heat, visibility Missed indications, erroneous 
documentation 

Procedure steps left out Informational use procedure Failure to execute procedure as written, 
need to re-do exam 

Reporting Examination 

Documentation inaccurate or 
incomplete 

Large number of welds examined before 
documentation, inadequate note taking, 
poor team coordination at weld 

Critical information about conditions left 
out of report 

Documentation not to plant 
standards 

Varying formats across utilities, varying 
coverage calculator methods, examiners 
unfamiliar with plant expectations 

Information left out of report, re-work of 
reports, need to re-do exam 

Plant personnel escalate 
unimportant finding 

Premature communication with non-
NDE personnel prior to full evaluation 

Unnecessary oversight from Outage 
Control Center 

Failure to escalate finding of 
potential flaw in timely 
manner 

Lack of post-job briefing, inadequate 
communication between vendor and 
utility 

Time pressure, failure to properly 
characterize indication 
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8.0 Conclusions 

The research reported in this document used task analysis to characterize the functions, tasks, and 
subtasks conducted by examiners and other personnel and organizations engaged in manual UT 
examinations in NPPs. The socio-technical systems approach, in which the individual examiner task is 
considered in the context of organizational, group, physical, individual, and task variables, provided an 
integrating framework for developing a descriptive representation of the specific factors that can 
influence NDE performance. Additionally, the function-based representation of the manual UT work 
process was shown to be a useful method for developing interview protocols and for eliciting specific 
task-related comments from examiners. This suggests that the task analysis methods applied in the current 
project can be extended to a broader range of NDE techniques. 

Content analysis of interviews with manual UT examiners identified themes across 15 performance 
influencing factors. A range of performance influencing factors were discussed as affecting examination 
quality, chief among them being utility planning, the individual examiner process, time pressure, training, 
and pre-job preparation. Examiners commented on variations in organizational culture across utilities and 
sites as a key influence on the inspection process, including the aforementioned time pressure factor, as 
well as workload, stress, and fatigue resulting from job scheduling and pacing. The importance of 
knowledge and experience of examiners was heavily emphasized, and there were specific comments 
regarding the lack of opportunities for junior personnel to gain practical experience. The existence and 
use of practice samples was frequently discussed, which seemed to involve an informal process of sharing 
samples across the industry for continuing education. 

Error analysis was conducted in the context of a multi-layered model of organizational and operational 
defenses. This analysis showed that errors can occur at all levels of the inspection system—from  
planning, through procedure execution, and signal interpretation. Thus, latent errors in the planning 
function can manifest as operational errors in the conduct examination function. Planners, examiners, 
supervisors, craft personnel, and others can serve both as sources of error and as defenses against latent 
errors made elsewhere in the time-sequenced activities of the manual UT work process. 

The data obtained from this phase of research covers a broad range of manual UT functions, tasks, and 
issues, and suggests that there are areas that can be addressed through various forms of mitigation. An 
important part of developing mitigations is to engage the appropriate stakeholder communities in their 
development. The NDE community was supportive in conducting this work and appears to be motivated 
for continued and broader engagement. Thus, the next phase of this work will entail a series of 
engagement activities with stakeholders such as utilities, vendors, EPRI, and the NRC. The purpose of 
these meetings will be to present the findings of the research to a broader audience, obtain feedback 
concerning the results, and foster thinking about possible ways to address the factors identified. 
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Appendix A 
– 

Interview and Focus Group Protocols for UT Examiner SME 
Data Collection 

A.1 Interview Protocol for UT Examiner Data Collection 

Introductions 

 Good morning/afternoon. My name is [fill in name] and I am a human factors specialist at Pacific 
Northwest National Labs. 

 With me is [fill in name], a human factors specialist from the Office of Research at the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. 

General Objectives 

 To give you some background, we are performing these interviews as part of a project sponsored by 
the NRC and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to understand the human factors that can 
influence NDE performance. 

 Our current focus is on manual ultrasonic testing. 

 The purpose of today’s interview is to talk with you about what it’s like to perform UT in nuclear 
power plants, and what influences an examiner’s ability to do their work. We would also like to get 
your perspective on differences between performing manual UT in the field as compared to taking the 
qualification exam at the performance demonstration lab. 

Note Taking/Getting Started 

 As long as you are comfortable with it, [fill in name] and I will be taking notes during our interview, 
but will not include your name or other identifying information in the notes. Anything you say in the 
interview will be kept anonymous. We use the notes to summarize the information we receive during 
these interviews and identify themes. 

 Your participation is completely voluntary, and you may stop the interview at any time, or ask 
questions at any time. 

 Before we get started, do you have any initial questions? 

SME Background 

 First, please tell me a little bit about yourself and your background in NDE and manual UT? 

– Years of experience 

– Certification Level (1, 2, or 3) 

– Vendor, Utility, or Self-employed 

– PD qualified to perform manual UT? 

– Approximate number of NPP outages worked 

– Other NDE specializations 
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PD Background 

One of our main objectives in this work is to understand the differences in tasks performed in field 
inspections vs. how they are performed during Performance Demonstration qualification testing. We 
know that PD qualification is a subset of the inspection process in the field [show graphic]. 

 

As we discuss how you do your job, please keep this distinction in mind, and tell us about any differences 
you think of when they occur to you. 

PIF Background 

Another specific objective of our work is to understand the various factors that influence performance of 
NDE in the field – what we call Performance Influencing Factors [show graphic]. Prior research has 
shown that these factors can affect the process or the outcomes of work performance, and we would like 
you to tell us about these influences as you think of them during our discussion. 
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Manual UT Functions and Tasks 

In our first phase of interviews and research we developed a list of tasks performed during a typical 
manual UT exam, and we’d like to share that list with you to focus our discussion. [Show graphic] 

 

We would like to walk through a series of questions about each function. You’ll notice that we have 
similar questions for each function. We are especially interested in your experiences and observations that 
will help us to understand things that happen in the field that affect how you do a UT exam. 

Planning Inspection 

First, let’s start with what happens before you even get to a site to perform a UT exam [Show graphic] 

[Note: This function may not apply to all interviewees – skip if needed.] 

 

 As an examiner, what is your role in planning for the inspection? 

 When planning the inspection, what tasks are most important to get right? Why? 

 What factors can influence how well these tasks are performed? What kinds of problems are 
encountered if these tasks are not performed well? 

 Task Check: Are there any tasks not on this list that you think are important? 
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Preparing for Exam 

Now, think about what happens after you arrive on site, and the tasks that you perform to prepare for a 
UT exam [Show graphic] 

 

 When preparing for an exam, what tasks are most important to get right? Why? 

 What factors can influence how well these tasks are performed? What kinds of problems are 
encountered if these tasks are not performed well? 

 Are there times when you need to adapt or change what you had intended to do? Please describe. 

 PD Probe: How are these tasks different from or similar to what you would experience during a 
performance demonstration test at EPRI? 

 Task Check: Are there any tasks not on this list that you think are important? 
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Conducting the Exam 

Now, let’s talk about the tasks involved in conducting the UT exam [Show graphic] 

 

 When conducting an exam, what tasks are most important to get right? Why? 

 What factors can influence how well these tasks are performed? What kinds of problems are 
encountered if these tasks are not performed well? 

 Are there times when you need to adapt or change what you had intended to do? Please describe. 

 PD Probe: How are these tasks different from or similar to what you would experience during a 
performance demonstration test at EPRI? 

 Task Check: Are there any tasks not on this list that you think are important? 
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Reporting Results 

The final function we have to talk about is reporting the results. [Show graphic] 

 

 When reporting the results of the exam, what tasks are most important to get right? Why? 

 What factors can influence how well these tasks are performed? What kinds of problems are 
encountered if these tasks are not performed well? 

 Are there times when you need to adapt or change what you had intended to do? Please describe. 

 PD Probe: How are these tasks different from or similar to what you would experience during a 
performance demonstration test at EPRI? 

 Task Check: Are there any tasks not on this list that you think are important? 

Reporting Indications 

 What happens if you find an indication that is a potential flaw? What is the process you go through? 

Performance Demonstration Differences (Recap) 

 Based on your experience, what are the major differences between performing UT examinations 
during performance demonstration and performing UT examinations in the field? 

 [If time permits] What changes would you suggest to better prepare someone for performing UT 
examinations in the field? 

Performance Influencing Factors (Recap) 

 Thinking about all the tasks involved in performing manual UT, what factors can make an exam more 
successful? More difficult? 
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Critical Decision Prompt 

 Can you think of a time when your skills were challenged, or really made a difference? What made 
the situation more challenging? 

Closing 

 That is all the questions we have for today. Is there anything else that you think is important for us to 
know or issues we have missed? 

 Again, thank you for taking the time to talk with us today. 

 If you think of anything else you’d like to add, please feel free to contact us [distribute business 
cards]. 
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A.2 Focus Group Protocol for UT Examiner Data Collection 

Introductions 

 Good afternoon. My name is [fill in name] and I am a human factors specialist in the Office of 
Research at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

 With me is [fill in name] a human factors specialist from Pacific Northwest National Labs. [Introduce 
other PNNL Staff]. 

General Objectives 

 To give you some background, we are performing interviews and focus groups as part of a project 
sponsored by the NRC and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to understand the human 
factors that can influence NDE performance. 

 Our current focus is on manual ultrasonic testing. 

 The purpose of today’s focus group is to talk with you about what it’s like to perform UT in nuclear 
power plants, and what influences an examiner’s ability to do their work. 

Note Taking/Getting Started 

 As long as you are comfortable with it, we will be taking notes during the focus group, but will not 
include your name or other identifying information in the notes. Anything you say will be kept 
confidential. We use the notes to summarize the information we receive and identify themes. 

 Your participation is completely voluntary, and you may stop at any time, or ask questions at any 
time. 

 Before we get started, do you have any initial questions? 

SME Background 

 First, I’d like to go around the room - please tell us about your background in NDE? 

o Current job position and company 

o Years of experience 

o Current qualifications 
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Manual UT Functions and Tasks 

 

 Thinking about all the tasks involved in performing a manual UT inspection, from the planning, to 
on-site preparation, to actually conducting the exam, and reporting the results… 

o In your opinion, what are the most important tasks to get right? Why? 

o What are the most difficult tasks to perform? What makes them difficult? 

 Let’s talk about your working conditions in the field – what do you find to be barriers to performing a 
high quality exam? 

 Thinking about all the tasks involved in performing manual UT, what factors can make an exam more 
successful? More difficult? 

 Are there times when you get out into the field and need to adapt or change what you had intended to 
do? Please describe. 

 Can you think of a time when your skills were challenged, or really made a difference? What made 
the situation more challenging? 

 What kind of training have you received to prepare you to perform UT examinations? 

 Based on your experience, what are the major differences between performing UT examinations 
during training or performance demonstration and performing UT examinations in the field? 

 What changes would you suggest to better prepare someone for performing UT examinations in the 
field? 

 What changes would you suggest in how manual UT is performed in the field to help examiners be 
more successful in their jobs? 

Closing 

 That is all the questions we have for today. Is there anything else that you think is important for us to 
know or issues we have missed? 

 Again, thank you for taking the time to talk with us today. If you think of anything else you’d like to 
add, please feel free to contact us [distribute business cards]. 
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Appendix B 
– 

Solicitation Letter for Recruiting Subject Matter Experts 
 

Dear [fill in name]: 

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is conducting research 
on human factors in ultrasonic testing (UT), with the objective of understanding the factors that contribute 
to performance reliability. The research will include interviews and working sessions with UT inspectors 
and observations during examinations in nuclear power plants. We are contacting you to enlist your 
support by providing subject matter expertise (SME) for in-person interviews. 

In particular, we would like your help to understand the steps involved in UT (e.g., preparation for exam, 
calibration, performing the scan) and the tasks involved in accomplishing each step. We would like you to 
talk us through and, to the extent possible, walk us through your process. A walk-through might consist of 
referencing a specific procedure, demonstrating your equipment and its various features, and taking us 
through some of the calibration steps. Our focus for this initial work is on manual conventional ultrasonic 
testing. 

We would be highly appreciative if you are able to support this effort with a few hours of your time, and 
if you could suggest other UT subject matter experts who might be willing to participate. This would 
most likely involve participating in a face-to-face meeting at your primary business location. 

Stephanie Morrow is the NRC point of contact for this work. Please contact her directly at 
stephanie.morrow@nrc.gov to discuss scheduling a convenient time and location for an interview. 
Contact any member of the research team if you have questions or would like to discuss further. 

 

Thank you very much. 
 
Amy D’Agostino, Ph.D. Stephanie Morrow, Ph.D. Thomas Sanquist, Ph.D. 
NRC Human Factors and 
Reliability Branch 

NRC Human Factors and 
Reliability Branch 

Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory 

Amy.DAgostino@nrc.gov Stephanie.Morrow@nrc.gov Sanquist@pnnl.gov 
 

 





 

 



 

 

 


